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Shannons is offering motoring enthusiasts the chance to win a trip to California with VIP entry to the Pebble
Beach Concours d’Elegance, one of the world’s most exclusive concours events.
¡ 2 adult economy class airfares to San Francisco, CA, USA
and return (13 – 22 August 2016)
¡ 9 nights accommodation
¡ 10 days Chevy Camaro SS Convertible (or similar)* car
hire
¡ Dinner for 2 at Clint Eastwood’s Mission Ranch Restaurant
in Carmel
¡ 2 adult tickets to the 2016 Mecum Monterey Auction

¡ 2 adult Club d’Elegance tickets to the 2016 Pebble Beach
Concours d’Elegance
¡ 2 adult tickets to the 2016 Monterey Motorsports Reunion
at Laguna Seca
¡ $1,000 (AUD) spending money, additional $4,000 if you
are a Shannons Club member+
¡ PLUS win an all new 2016 Indian Scout Sixty Motorcycle
valued at up to $17,995 inc. of all on road costs

To enter go to shannons.com.au/pebblebeach or call 13 46 46 and obtain an eligible quote on your Car,
Bike or Home Insurance^ by 30 April 2016. Take out a new policy^ to receive 5 entries.

INSURANCE FOR MOTORING ENTHUSIASTS | CALL 13 46 46 FOR A QUOTE | SHANNONS.COM.AU
Shannons Pty Limited ABN 91 099 692 636 acts as agent and authorised representative of AAI Limited ABN 48 005 297 807, the issuer of Shannons Car, Bike and Home/Contents insurance products. Read the relevant Product Disclosure Statement and
consider whether it is right for you before buying these insurance products. Contact us for a free copy. Competition conducted by Shannons Pty Limited, of Level 28, Brisbane Square, 266 George Street, Brisbane, QLD 4000. Competition commences at
12am on 1/2/2016 and closes at 5pm on 30/4/2016 (Melbourne time). It will only be possible to request an online Quote until 26/4/2016, however, telephone applications will continue to be available until 5pm 30/4/2016. Entry only open to eligible
Australian residents aged 25 years or older. Eligible Entrants must be opted in to receive Shannons marketing communications. Total prize pool valued at approx. $42,388.70 (depending on major prize winner’s point of departure). Prizes drawn at
12pm on 18/5/2016 at Salmat Digital Pty Ltd, L2, 116 Miller St, Nth Sydney NSW 2060. The winners will be notified by phone and email by 20/5/2016 and published in The Australian newspaper on 25/5/2016 and on the competition website. *Car hire
is subject to the terms and conditions specified by the car hire provider.+An Eligible Shannons Club Member is a Shannons Club member who has created a member profile, uploaded a profile image and images of an enthusiast vehicle and an ultimate
vehicle at shannons.com.au/club.^New Shannons Motor Insurance or Shannons Home & Contents insurance quotes/sales only (renewals and CTP quotes/sales ineligible). Limit 1 quote per vehicle or insured address. Permits: ACT TP 15/08324, NSW
R I D I NSAGT15/2331.
O N Full competition terms and conditions at shannons.com.au/pebblebeach. Bike for illustrative purposes only.
LTPS/15/09752,
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EDITOR’S SOAP BOX

e | editor@ulysses.org.au
m | 1300 134 123

Eds Soap Box
Dear Readers
A belated happy
New Year to you all, I
hope that 2016 brings
everything you wish
for.
This is my last Soap
Box as unfortunately
life is getting in the
way as it sometimes
does and I no longer
have the time to spend
on the magazine to do
it justice…
As I look back on 2015 it seems that from a global perspective it was a memorable or forgettable year depending on
your perspective. From start to finish, many of last year’s
biggest news stories were centred around violence, terror
threats or a general sense of fear. That insidious disease ISIS
was in the news way more often than it should have been
beginning, with Charlie Hebdo, followed by a number of
atrocity’s ending with the second Paris massacre, and who
can forget the horror of the German Wings Plane murder/
suicide killing 150 passengers and crew.
America was more often in the news for all the wrong reasons often for its Death by Police officer moments, commencing with an ongoing spate of police shooting young
black men, fired up by the acquittal of George Zimmerman
in the shooting death of teenager Trayvon Martin and the
deaths of Michael Brown and Eric Garner among others
by police officers in Missouri and New York, respectively,
carried the outrage through 2014. It was the deaths of Walter
Scott and Freddie Gray, both at the hands of police officers
that fuelled the outcry in 2015. As you may recall Scott
was fatally shot by a police officer following a traffic stop
in South Carolina on April 4. Footage of the incident was
recorded by a bystander that appeared to show Scott, who
was unarmed, running away from the officer, identified later
as Michael Slager. In Baltimore, a man named Freddie Gray
was picked up by police and put in a police transport vehicle without being properly strapped in. He suffered spinal
injuries during the ride, which led to his death. Protests,
some of them violent, erupted across Baltimore. After Gray’s
death was ruled a homicide on May 1, six police officers
were charged in connection to his death. Then there was the
Charlestown Church shooting, the on air shooting in Virginia the list goes on and on…

policy shifts as countries such as Hungary started to close
some of their borders and put up fences with razor wire to
prevent people from entering.
At the opposite end of the spectrum we have had what feels
like a global debate on same sex marriage. Ireland voted in
favor of allowing same-sex marriage in a historic referendum, making the largely Catholic country the world’s first
to make the change after a popular vote, followed closely
by the US Supreme Court also legalizing same sex marriage.
Around the same time Donald Trump announced his white
house run (watch that space) Mother Nature has been busy
as well with floods, storms and massive earthquakes such as
Nepal which killed thousands of people and leveled historic
temples.
Although many of these events have happened in other
countries, Australia hasn’t been immune from news and
often cringe worthy events either, think Tony Abbott’s removal, Prince Phillip being made a knight of Australia, the
Bronwyn Bishop helicopter trip, the Royal Commission into
trade unions, the Middle East/European refugee situation
and its impact on Australia, the argy-bargy over the Spratly
Islands and the latest in the Julian Assange saga. A happy
Peter Greste was released after 400 days behind bars and
deported from Egypt more than a year after he was locked
up on charges of aiding banned Islamists.
Then Bali Nine drug smugglers Andrew Chan and Myuran
Sukumaran were executed by firing squad in Indonesia,
prompting Australia to recall its ambassador from Jakarta
in protest, the China stock market crash, which still seems
to be rumbling along, the restoring of US diplomatic ties in
Cuba after 54 years of call war fall out. The much touted
end of the mining boom, in fact the more I research the
longer this list gets so being my last soap box what is my
point you may be asking?
My point is simply this in the words of that great philosopher Billy Joel “we didn’t light the fire it was always
burning whilst the worlds been turning” … all I can say
is thank God for motorcycles, motorcycle riders and the
Ulysses Club, I hope 2016 is a great and prosperous year for
you all…
Thank you for allowing me my soap box and the opportunity to either bore you or enthral you with my cornflakes
philosophy. Keep the shiny side up and in the final words
of Mash (which is still the most watched television broadcast in history) …
“Farewell, Good bye, Amen”

I guess we have all been watching the ongoing European
Refugee Crisis with tens of thousands of people fleeing
war-torn Syria and other areas in the Middle East and Africa
who spent much of this year making the laborious, and
dangerous, trek through Europe toward countries including
Germany and Sweden in hopes of finding asylum. The influx of refugee families prompted international disputes and
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Hello fellow members,
By the time you receive
your copy of this Riding On, the culmination
of many years of planning for the AGM Event
in Launceston would
have passed. I hope that
feedback from the Event
attendees has been positive. Our sincere gratitude
goes to the AGM Event
committee and the many
volunteers too, for without
these dedicated people
we would struggle to fulfil
the management of these
events. The only changes to the positions on the National
Committee for 2016 is the Treasurer’s position for which
John Osborne was nominated and one Ordinary Committee
position for which Allan Pratt was nominated. A change
in committee brings about a reshuffle of roles which I’ll be
addressing in due course.
Briefly recapping on the last year: amongst the everyday
running of the Club and administering individual roles,
we along with other areas, focused on improving finances,
the Club data programmes and website, being accessible to
members and we also addressed Occupational, Health and
Safety (OH&S) matters highlighted at the Administration
Office. In addition, we presented training for our staff to
better equip them to competently manage administrative issues as well as having kept up communications to members
and Branches via various media means. There are members
who do not have access to emails/internet who don’t receive
these forms of communication. Should you be aware of a
member in this situation, please consider printing off a copy
for them so that they, too, may be kept informed.
We have graciously accepted the voluntary assistance of
members with OH&S guidance, Gear Shop stocktaking, unpacking and recording content on the AGM pallets and the
re-arrangement of shelving producing more effective control
of stock. We are now seeking voluntary assistance with the
task of sorting through and creating an inventory of all the
Club memorabilia.
This past year our meetings had been based in Vic, NSW,

Qld and Launceston, where we were visible to members. We
invited representation from surrounding Branches to attend
a segment of our meetings, followed by enjoyable meet and
greet sessions with the larger membership, post meetings.
We appreciate that members communicate concerns relating
to membership levels and we cannot stress enough that we
cannot become complacent; we all need to take responsibility in retaining existing members and attracting new members. An award called the “Spirit in Action Award” has been
introduced, honouring the legacy of Stephen Dearnley #1.
It is pleasing to note that most issues that arise are resolved
at Branch level through negotiation but occasionally,
where a matter remains unresolved, we’ve intervened and
although at times our decision is not always appreciated
it must be recognised that hard decisions have to be made
based on the whole picture.
I would have liked to report that the GB&A v UC Inc trial
that has been before the courts since 2013 has been resolved
but I can’t as it is still ongoing.
We thank out going Treasurer, Mike Abberfield for his
expertise, input, time and energy given to Club matters
over the past three years and to Colleen for her help and
patience, and wish them both all the best. Our thanks also
goes to Chris Glover for his commitment to the Club since
2010 initially as a committee member and lately as the National AGM Event Coordinator (NAGMEC) and to Dianna for
her involvement too, and wish them both all the best.
Riding On Editor, Daryl Buckingham has advised that he
is unable to continue with the voluntary role of Editor of
the Riding On due to increased business commitments. We
thank Daryl for his commitment to the role and for his ability to give our journal a new look with improved content.
We wish him well in his business ventures. Expressions of
Interest are being sought for the voluntary role of Editor for
the Riding On.

Helena Gritton
#14027

Specialising in ➵ Goldwing ➵ Metric Cruisers ➵ Can Am Spyders
Plus many more makes and models
✔ Superbrace
✔ Power Park (Ride on Ride of CRS)
✔ Audio\Communication Systems
✔ OEM Honda\Yamaha Accessories

✔ Luggage Racks
✔ Backrests\Armrests
✔ Windshields
✔ Plus much more
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Annual Report for
presentation to the
AGM 2016 / Riding On
Autumn 2016
Another Ulysses Club
year, full of busy-ness,
good times and interaction with members
– what a year it’s been!
It’s been a real pleasure working with the
National Committee
team – thank you to
Helena in particular
for her leadership.
I have really enjoyed
working with our fabulous and hard working Administration team who continue
to meet any challenges with good grace and always come up
with the appropriate way to handle those challenges.
Looking back at the year since the Wodonga AGM, having
completed the successful implementation of the database
upgrade, including the development of systems to better
deal with administrative processes associated with facets
of the Club’s business, we now look ahead to seek improvements elsewhere for our web-based tools.
It’s really good to have QBE in particular supporting the
club with their sponsorship of the website and also the
enewsletter tool we use. The enewsletters are distributed
regularly and we receive positive and supportive comments
back. Members are also being more responsive and updating
their email addresses when they change. I am always happy
to receive suggestions for improvement to the enewsletters.
We have been delighted with the number of submissions for
Telemachus Medal and Dearnley Medal nominees over this
year – the service provided to the club by so many members
is inspirational and I am privileged to be able to read so
many submissions. In a changing world, it’s reassuring that
people are so willing to think of others before themselves.

Our new Website Admin, Andrea Lanagan is now working with Wayne Watson to keep the main website and the
two AGM websites updated and current and also provide
assistance to Branch webmasters as required. Wayne and
Andrea, as well as Andy Luck, who also was in the role
until November last year, give selflessly of their time, and I
thank them for their service to the club.
The members of the Road Safety Committee, who are all involved in their states in road safety issues and are involved
in the relevant state and territory organisations, continue to
represent the voice of Ulysses Club members (older riders)
in their work. I would like to thank them for all the hard
work they do. All the organisations that members of the
Road Safety Committee members belong to are delegates to
the peak body, the Australian Motorcycle Council. It is also
worth noting that fellow National Committee member Peter
Baulch is the current Chair of the AMC, since the resignation of Shaun Lennard. Terry McCarthy from Hobart was
appointed as the new representative from Tasmania and he
has been busy writing articles already – welcome aboard
Terry.
As I close, I would like to particularly thank Mike Abberfield, who steps down from the National Committee at the
AGM. It has been an absolute pleasure to work with Mike,
who has been so professional with a good dose of humour
as well.
I’d also like to congratulate the “other Mike”, Mike Meyman, who has led the 2016 AGM Event team to a successful delivery of this fantastic event in the beautiful city of
Launceston – well done to the whole team and thanks Mike
for your hard work.
I am looking forward to this coming year on the National
Committee; in particular to meeting more members.
Travel safe, enjoy the roads and remember to “Grow Old
Disgracefully”.

Jen Woods

#21395

Ride on in at Tambar Springs Royal Hotel
Accommodation—Home cooked meals—Country Hospitality
ATM—EFTPOS—Swimming pool—Pool table—Jukebox—Raffles
Off road Parking— Private party catering
TAMBAR SPRINGS, NSW PH. 02 67442396
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Maurice Blackburn is Australia’s
number one law firm for motorcyclists.
We work with motorcycle associations across Australia
to promote awareness of rider rights.
If something’s happened on the road that’s aﬀected
your life, no matter whose fault, give us a call. We’ve
helped thousands of riders with their insurance claims.
And we’ll ﬁght to get you everything you’re entitled to.
Because we believe you’re worth fighting for.

1800 810 812
mauriceblackburn.com.au
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secretary report
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At the time of
presenting this
report, we are
at the Annual
General Meeting
of the Ulysses
Club Inc. once
again. It seems
that the previous
12 months has
come and gone
quite rapidly,
and it is now
time to reflect
on the activities
during 2015 and
to take a glimpse
into the future
in relation to the
Club’s activities
in 2016 and beyond. Firstly, it is important for me to thank
the wonderful staff of the National Administration Office
(NAO) for their invaluable assistance throughout the year.
It is telling of the administration and management of that
office that it seems to run effortlessly, but that there is a lot
of energy and focus directed toward making sure that the
Club’s membership is dealt with as quickly and efficiently
as possible. Sometimes however, things don’t always go
according to Hoyle, but the staff always ensure that any
glitches in the system are dealt with and resolved in a
positive and timely manner. I have the responsibility for
the on-going training and development of the NAO staff,
and that is something that I am very keen to roll out further
during the next 12 months.

The National Committee, under the guidance of President
Helena Gritton, has worked hard and well in an effort to
position the Club so that it can continue its successes.
A mentoring program for committee executives is being
trialled at the moment, and we expect to expand that
process into all States and Territories in the coming year.
We are constantly on the lookout for new opportunities,
whether it be the provision of information through
innovative communication and advertising channels or the
streamlining of the AGM Event and its associated processes.
We are fortunate that there are always willing helpers to
plan, manage and execute such events. Without those
people, it would be a very different proposition.
On the subject of AGM Events, I would like to thank Mike
Meyman and his hardworking team for the sensational
Launceston AGM! It is a tribute to all of them that, despite
the natural disasters of flooding and bushfires nearby, not to
mention the Spirit of Tasmania with its challenges recently,
they have pulled off another successful end of year event!
Congratulations to all involved.
The AGM quite often means change of some sort on the
National Committee; new roles and responsibilities; a
changing of the guard. I would like to say a personal ‘thank
you’ to the outgoing National Treasurer, Mike Abberfield,
for all his hard work, diligence, stewardship and guidance
during his term of office. Although retiring from the
National Committee, his presence will still be felt in
significant ways in the future, I’m sure.
Here’s to another Ulysses year!

Mark Seja
#39695

0 0 2 1 + years

(formerly Ferris Wheels Safaris)

Awesome Andes 22 days: Peru, Chile, Bolivia

Life is a

daring adventure or nothing at all
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e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
m | 0423 379 848

Yet another Ulysses
Club Inc. financial year
has passed and at the
time of writing this
report the Club’s annual
financial accounts are
with the auditor for
his inspection and
certification. They
appear in this edition.
Unfortunately this year,
the timing of the AGM
Event in Launceston
and the distribution of
the Riding On Magazine
does not allow the
magazine to be the
mechanism for delivery of these to our members for the
AGM. The Audited Financial Statements have been posted
to the Web page and sent out to members via the Club’s
eNewsletter and, as usual, will be available to members at
the AGM.
Once again the Club has been able to achieve a small
surplus and the equity has grown. During the year the Club
has been able to decrease its expenditure, but income will
be an important issue in future years.
As we roll into the new financial year, it is time for
Branches to prepare and send in their Financial Reports.
The guidelines for these are outlined in the Treasurer’s
Guide that is available for either printing or downloading
from the Web site. Thanks to those Branches that have
already completed this task. Could all other Branches

treasurer report
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complete this task as soon as they possibly can?
At the 2016 AGM I will be standing down and I would
like to thank both my fellow NatCom members and
the membership for their support, camaraderie and
professionalism during the last year and previous years.
Thanks also to my long suffering wife, Colleen; we can now
enjoy retirement and do some of the travel that has been in
the planning for quite a few years.
It would be remiss of me if I did not mention the
magnificent job that our National Administration Office
staff do. It has been a pleasure to have worked with them
and been part of their development and achievements over
the past few years. Well done ladies!
To prospective NatCom nominees or members wishing to
serve the Club in an official capacity, I say the rewards far
exceed the negatives. Some positions will require quite a
large commitment of time and effort, whist others will be
less of a burden. Just remember, this is a social club for
like-minded older people with an interest in motorcycling.
Never lose sight of the three ideals that our founding fathers
enshrined into our constitution.
For those members who make the trip to Tassie for the
AGM, may your trip be safe and give you memories that you
will treasure in the years ahead. For those with whom I will
reacquaint, thank you and keep the Ulysses spirit alive.

Mike Abberfield
#8158
National Treasurer

Ride roads less travelled

12
years

www.adriaticmototours.com

Alps Adriatic Adventure
Slovenia, Croatia, Italy

May 28 - June 9 I SepteMber 10 - 22
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THE ULYSSES CLUB INC
AUDITED TRADING, PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
For the period ended 31st December 2015

SALES
Quartermaster Sales

2015

2014

$

$

108,934

113,095

108,934

113,095

94,267

139,444

Purchase - Retail
Closing Inventories

61,975
-90,485
65,757

28,448
-94,267
73,626

GROSS DEFICIT FROM TRADING
INCOME

43,177

39,469

Joining Fees
Members Subscriptions
Sponsorship - Web
Sponsorship - Other
Sponsorship - UCARF

49,228
544,291
19,000

46,432
674,313
14,488

Advertising Riding On
Advertising - General

98,467

123,113
86

Advertising - Web
Royalties use of Logo
Income Raffle
Staff Training - Govt Rebate

1,261
1,000

A.G.M Event Surplus
Proceeds from Sale of Prop/Plant/Equip

109,527

105,631

28,970
851,745

337
40,395
1,021,750

LESS COST OF GOODS SOLD
Opening Inventories
Purchases:

Miscellaneous Income
Interest Received
EXPENDITURE
Administration Accounting fees
Administration Audit Fees
Administration Bank charges & fees
Administration Credit Card Facilities
Administration Filing Fees
Administration Graphic Design Work
Administration Legal fees
Administration Office Equipment Expenses
Administration Office Supplies - Stationary
Administration Office Storage Exp
Administration Postage
Administration Printing External
Administration Printing Internal
Administration Office Furn& Equip
Administration Telephone, Mobile and Fax
Building Electricity
Building Cleaning
Building Security
Building Repairs and Maintenance
Building Waste Services
RIDING ON
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22,848
950
2,043
22,868
2,860
2,483
1,159
2,278
20,500
78
2,211
127
12,655
3,991
1,309
520
364
2,062

1,182
13,273
2,500

22,459
950
1,890
22,347
52
12,257
3,968
5,891
10
35,779
1,002
8,756
12,563
5,452
250
5,294
2,313

Contract Employment Services
Data Processing - EMP
Data Processing Equip purchases
Data Processing - Equipment R & M
Data Processing - Equipment Rental/Lease
Data Processing - IMS Maintenence
Data Processing Admin Bandit
Data Processing - MYOB
Data Processing - Software Purchase
Data Processing - Web Maintenence
Depreciation - Computers
Depreciation Web Upgrades
Depreciation - Office Furniture & Equipment
Depreciation WO Computers
Insurance Premiums Transit
Insurance Premiums Prof Liab
Insurance Premiums Public Liab
Insurance Premium Vol Workers
Insurance Premiums Business
Insurance Premiums - Workers Comp
MAOTY Admin Costs
MAOTY Assessment Costs
MAOTY Expenses - Award Costs
NatCom Venue Costs
NatCom Meeting Expenses Accommodation
Natcom Meeting Expenses Meals & Food
Natcom Meeting Expenses Travel
Natcom Meeting Expenses Vehicle Hire
Natcom Meeting Expenses Other
Net Gain/Loss on disposal of Plant and Equipment
Other Head Office General Expenses
Other Lease Rental Charges

0
0
28,240
11,371
31,378
4,835
744
2,167
29,973
3,211
3,594
3,108

8,166
0
649
13,043
9,743
14,674
3,925
659
813
32,799
2,900
3,690

19,227
36,579
4,394
1,898
10,483
3

1,923

1,693
1,064
13,055
5,855
19,020
1,235
10,592
2,252
6,398

863
2,031
14,375
5,376
25,591
1,983
11,202

28,676
400
-3,599
2,168

29,408
7,472
400
-4,049
5,912

4,619
2,507
1,130
16
245,787

157
262,688

Other Rental - Office Premises
Other Raffle
Other Membership & Subscriptions
Other Late AGM Expenses
Other Sundry Expenses
Other Contract Services
Other First Aid Rebate
Other Rider Training Rebate
Other Write off of Bad Debts (NatCom Computers)
Riding On Costs Editor
Riding On Costs In House Publishing & Mailout
Riding On costs Publishing & Mail Out External
Road Safety Meeting - Meals
Road Safety Meeting - Travel
Road Safety Meeting - Other
Road Safety Meeting - Accommodation
Selling Advertising General
Selling Advertising Campaigns

2,512
2,045
150

Selling Promotions Site/Venue
Selling Promotions Material Costs
Selling Freight Inwards
Selling Freight Outwards

1,199

110
1,128

439
5,541

3,526

620
4,166
495
3,987
1,000

1,210

treasurer report
UCARF Admin Costs
UCARF Prize Costs
UCARF Award Costs
Wages Ordinary
Wages Family
Wages Holiday Pay
Wages Long Service Leave
Wages Overtime
Wages PRT
Wages Staff Training and Welfare
Wages Expenses
Wages Uniforms & Protective Clothing
Wages Financial Assistance for Training
Wages Superannuation Contributions
Wages Travel
SURPLUS/DEFICIT FROM ORD ACTIVITIES BEFORE
INCOME TAX
Income Tax
SURPLUS/DEFICIT FROM ORD ACTIVITIES AFTER
INCOME TAX
Retained surplus at the beginning of the financial
year
OTHER APPROPRIATIONS
Overprovision Prior Year
Rebate Rider Safety Program
Rebate First Aid Program
Rebate Gear Shop
TOTAL AVAILABLE FOR APPROPRIATION

1,078
576
3,992
155,637
768
8,287
896
7,686

1,222

800

2,550
177
109

170
14,657
1,088

838,155
56,767

30
153,924
10,413
9,507
1,555
32,188

17,197
1,971

849,452
211,767

0
56,767

37,275
174,492

1,070,022

901,764

34,160
0
0
0
1,160,949

-4,593
-1,643
0
1,070,021

ASSETS
Current Assets
Suspense
Quartermaster Stock
Riding On Income Receivable
Rent Bond
Petty Cash
CBA - Working Account
CBA - AGM Account
CBA - Arthritis Research Fund
CBA - UCARF #2
CBA - Business Online Saver
Term Deposits
Prepayments
Non-current Assets
Computers at cost
Less Accumulated Depreciation
Office Furniture & Equipment at Cost
Less Accumulated Depreciation
Computer Upgrades
Less Accumulated Depreciation
TOTAL ASSETS

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
UCARF Raffle Account
Contra - UCARF
Contra - Joining Fee Refunds
Contra - Ulysses Story
2014 AGM Payments
2014 AGM Receipts
2015 AGM Payments
2015 AGM Receipts
2016 AGM Payments
2016 AGM Receipts
2017 AGM Payments
2018 AGM Payments
2019 AGM Payments
Provision for Holiday Pay
Provision for Income Tax
Provision for Long Service Leave
PAYG Withholding Payable
Bad Debt Write Off
Provision for GST
Subscriptions in Advance
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
EQUITY
Accumulated Surplus
First Aid Course Rebate
Income Tax on Profit
Rider Safety Program
TOTAL EQUITY

90,485
10,829
4,752
300
28,021
35,720
138,107
20,386
398,698
1,145,748
19,185
1,892,232

94,267
19,059
4,752
300
7,526
1,201
60,289

21,878
-16,604
51,536
-29,131
29,410
-3,594
53,494
1,945,726

21,878
-13,393
58,266
-27,521

95,492
1,119,982
81,036
1,483,904

27,006
113,096
19,314

6,909
40,082
-2,882
18,633

-36,506
146,826
-6,739

0
-32,230
370,186
-2,692
-1,917
-1,175
8,169
4,386
6,488
1,750
1,130
51,371
234,710
799,590
799,590
1,146,136

32,259
214,752
467,924
467,924
1,055,210

1,160,949
-5,079
-2,237
-7,497
1,146,136
1,146,136

1,070,022
-5,079
-2,237
-7,497
1,055,210
1,055,210

-909

3,886
41,110
5,593
4,912

THE ULYSSES CLUB INC
AUDITED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
For the period ended 31st December 2015

TOTAL EQUITY AT THE BEGINNING OF
THE FINANCIAL YEAR
Surplus attributable to members
TRANSACTIONS WITH EQUITY HOLDERS
Overprovision Prior Year
Rebate Rider Safety Program
Rebate First Aid Course
Rebate Gear Shop
TOTAL EQUITY AT THE END OF
THE FINANCIAL YEAR

2015

2014

$

$

1,055,21

886,952

56,767

174,493

34,160
0
0
1,146,136

-4,593
-1,643
0
1,055,210

39,230
1,523,134
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international
liaison report
m | 0423 379 848
Purchasing Officer Report
e | international@ulysses.org.au
m | 0418 329 617

2015 was an interesting and
busy year internationally.
The major event was the
establishment of Ulysses
Club, France. It took a little
time to come to fruition,
but once underway they
hit the ground running.
The Club was sanctioned
in late July, then held
the European Gathering
in the French Alps in
September. The European
Gathering was attended
by members from many
of the other European clubs and also about six members
from Australia. We received notification from several of
the international clubs about their AGMs and we receive
regular newsletters or magazines from some. A few of

e | purchasing@ulysses.org.au
m | 0418 329 617

The purchasing portfolio has been interesting and busy
over 2015. I believe that the strategy of Gear Shop stock
reduction started by Rob White has continued. The
introduction of some new items into the range available
through the Gear Shop has been reasonably successful.
During the last couple of months, we have seen the
long awaited arrival of the new Butterfly polo tops and
t-shirts. Over the year the volume of old stock has been
reduced, but perhaps not as much as it could have been.
More drastic “sales events” or “fire sales” may have to be
introduced to get rid of old AGM stock. Some of our other
new merchandise items have not been around long enough

e

| treasurer@ulysses.org.au

the international clubs have been quiet and membership
is suffering. The Netherlands which, at the moment,
is down to one member is a case in point. Germany
always seems to be busy with regular rides, even through
winter when many other clubs have a rest. There are
plans afoot for a four or five day rally in Zimbabwe In
May 2016, which has the makings of a great event and
the next European Gathering will be in Switzerland in
September 2016. Ulysses Club, Thailand has advised of a
change in leadership, with a new interim President being
appointed after the resignation of David Thompson Harry.
There have been a number of enquiries from overseas
about starting a new club, but no applications have been
received.

Henry Rokx
#28636 DM#45
International Liaison

purchasing officer report

e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
m | 0423 379 848

to gauge their success, but it will be interesting to see how
much is sold through the Gear Shop at the Launceston AGM
event. Final samples for the 2017 AGM event have been
approved, including shirts, jackets and logos for patches
and badges to ensure that sample merchandise will be
available for viewing at the AGM Event in Launceston.

Henry Rokx
#28636 DM#45
Purchasing Officer
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e | mcliaison@ulysses.org.au
m | 0428 246 175

Committee Report
This Autumn Edition
of Riding On sees us
having completed
another year and it is
appropriate to reflect a
little on the continued
success, health and
happiness of our great
Ulysses Club.
The Motorcycle
Apprentice of the
Year Award has seen
a huge increase in the
level of interest and
the number of entries
this year. The standard
of applicants is at an
all-time high, making the task of our National Adjudicator
(Graham Moore #62762) extremely challenging. After due
consideration the following were announced as our Zone
Winners:
Matthew Scharf – Mototech, Geelong (Vic/Tas)
Harry Norton – Kessner Motorcycles, Adelaide (WA / SA)
Logan Ashley – Procycles, Sydney (NSW / ACT)
Andras Kisbalazs – Ellis Race, Trail, Ride, Nerang (QLD /
NT).

committee report

e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
| mcliaison@ulysses.org.au
m |e 0423
379 848
m | 0428 246 175

commitments from most manufacturers including a number
of new exhibitors including Braaap, MV Augusta, Benelli,
and Royal Enfield, along with the return of Kawasaki
and Triumph after brief absences. The logistics and costs
of attending Launceston, the questionable availability
of some new models, coupled with the clash of dates
for WSB championships has unfortunately reduced the
level of participation of most Exhibitors. I’m sure our
members appreciate the huge contribution made by our
Manufacturers in participating in our AGM Events and in
the provision of new models for Test Ride / Reports for
Riding On. My thanks to all Manufacturers and to our
dedicated group of volunteer Test Riders / Reporters for
their contributions to Riding On, including Victory Vision
in this edition.
Sponsorship is an essential ingredient for the ongoing
success of our Club, so it is very satisfying to have our major
sponsors – QBE, Honda and Supercheap Auto, continuing
their association with us, along with Stay Upright (Road
Safety Forum). We have, this year, added – Maurice
Blackburn to sponsor “Tote Bags” for all our Expos, and
other events, Shannon’s Insurance – who have agreed to
sponsor our Safety Vests which are used extensively at AGM
Events, Rallies, Expos, etc. for the next 3 years.
Thank you for the opportunity to continue to represent your
interests on the National Committee.

Elsewhere in this edition of Riding On you will find
detailed profiles and photos of our Zone Winners who have
each been presented with $1000 Gift Vouchers from our
sponsors SUPERCHEAP AUTO.

I wish you all happy times and safe riding in 2016.

The task of selecting the National MAOTY Winner proved
even more difficult, but the ultimate award as the Ulysses
Club Motorcycle Apprentice of the Year goes to Andras
Kisbalazs, who is now the proud owner of a new HONDA
motorcycle.

#27672
National Committee

Peter Baulch.

The participation of Motorcycle Manufactures is always a
highlight of our AGM Event, this year in Launceston. At
the time of writing this report, we have been blessed with

Intriguing Southeast Europe
MAy 25 - June 8 I AuG 23 - SePT 6

12
years

Serbia, Bulgaria,
Macedonia, Albania, Kosovo
www.adriaticmototours.com
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Ride roads less travelled

As I approach the end of my
first year as a member of the
National Committee I cannot
boast great achievements
in my allocated area of
responsibility – Advertising
Liaison and Expos. That is
not to say I did not contribute
positively overall, but it
has taken me longer than I
anticipated to settle into the
dynamics of the committee
operation. And, since the
end of November when
nominations for the 2016
NatCom closed I must admit
to having been distracted by
thoughts of how I will fill
the role of National Treasurer when Mike Abberfield vacates that
position. He has performed that function magnificently and I am
confident of a smooth transition after the Launceston AGM.
Regarding advertising, the numbers have been up and down. Web
advertising is up over the year but the revenue is relatively small
whilst the revenue generated from Riding On advertising has
fallen some 20% this year. A number of regular advertisers chose
to reduce their involvement and expenditure on print advertising
in favour of strengthening their on-line exposure. Often the reason
for the change is due to the relatively high cost of print. Whilst
our advertising rates in Riding On are competitive with other
motorcycling magazines, print is often seen as less productive
in many areas compared to on-line advertising. This is an aspect
of our operations which will need serious review in 2016 as we
seek to offset the costs of Riding On magazine with advertising
revenue. On a bright note, I am currently negotiating a deal with an
internationally operating self-drive, motorcycle, motor home hire
agency which, as well as advertising with the Club, are prepared
to remit commissions on sales back to our Club as a reward for our
members’ using their services.

John Osborne

GET CAUGHT WITHOUT...
LIGHTWEIGHT FOLDING
BIKERZ CHAIR
» Small enough to take with you
on any ride!

» Weighs only 940g and holds
up to 120 kg.

» Folds into a bag measuring
38 x 10 x 12cm (52 x 50 x 65cm
when opened).
» Almost assembles itself with
self-locating shock cord technology

TYRE REPAIR KIT
» A multi-tool to remove the

All stored in this
neoprene bag

offending object from your tyre
AND to trim the plug after you’ve
fixed your puncture.
» A Dynaplug® Ultralite repair tool
including 4 plugs.
» Three CO2 canisters.
» An inflation tool.

MINI JUMP STARTER
Don’t let yourself be stranded with
a flat battery!
This little lithium jump starter is
pocket-sized, light, packs a real
punch and will easily tuck into a
tank bag, top box or pannier.
Our mini jump starter comes with a
recharging plug suitable for both
YEAR
BMW (merit) sockets and normal car E D W A R R
type accessory sockets. Comes in a
compact bag with all accessories including USB port and cable
so you can recharge your phone, ipad or GPS.
LIMIT

Moving forward, it will be important for maintaining a stream of
new members for our Club to engage in more ‘self promotion’,
either by way of advertising in motorcycle magazines or by
more emphasis on a presence at motorcycle shows or expos. We
successfully participated in the Sydney Show this year and that
yielded many new members as well as raising the profile of the
Club.
This year, we will be part of a large lifestyle fair in the Southern
Highlands in NSW and the Melbourne Motorcycle show later
in the year. It is important that we encourage local Branches
throughout the country to work to promote membership of our
Club through public exhibitions or motor shows, together with the
usual community engagement.
For those who went to Launceston AGM I trust it was a most
enjoyable experience and I hope to meet many members in Port
Macquarie/Wauchope in 2017.

advertising liaison report

1

TY

Committee Report

e | treasurer@ulysses.org.au
| mcliaison@ulysses.org.au
m |e 0423
379 848
m | 0428 246 175

AN

e | advertising@ulysses.org.au
m | 0429 002 411

EC5 ADAPTER
The EC5 adapter can be connected to the Jump Starter and then
to the Pocket Pump so there is no need to attach the Pocket
Pump to the battery terminal if you have the Jump Starter!

#41785
Advertising Liaison
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Committee
Report
UCARF Report

ucarf meeting
16/01/2016
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UCARF REPORT

presentations will take place at the end of the grand parade
at the AGM and for those not in attendance. the results and
details will be published in the winter edition of Riding
On.

The following donations have been received from branches
met with member Peter Nagiel at Vespers Café
and members since the last edition of Riding On and
Annangrove on Saturday 3rd January. Peter was
are in no particular order – Central Highlands Branch
representing the Sydney mid-week riders and
$300.00, Sydney Mid-Week Riders $370.00, Geelong
presented me with a cheque to the value of $224.00
Branch $800.00, Two Bays Branch $500.00, Jackie and
for UCARF. The Vespers Café is the new home of the Hills
Kevin O’Donoghue $100.00, Bunbury Branch $3,000.00,
Branch for their famous Saturday morning coffee meet.
Glen Innes Branch $1,200.00, Central Coast Riders Branch
The donation is a result of the surplus of their Christmas
$700.00, Nepean Branch $300.00, Miscellaneous $100.00,
party cruise on the 17th December last year. The riding
Hobart Branch $500.00, Lockyer Branch $6,921.26. A
group have an impressive history of support for a relatively
donation of $1,000.00 has been received by the national
small band of members and schedule four rides per year
administration office with no identification. It is hoped
as charity rides to raise funds for UCARF. Another cheque
that the donor branch may pick up the omission and
presentation that occurred was from my home branch,
identify themselves so that appropriate recognition and
Nepean, at the last meeting in December for 2015. Nepean
appreciation may be acknowledged.
Branch are the winners of the Jo Dearnley Memorial Trophy
in the inaugural year. I am proud to have been presiding
The Central Coast Riders donation was a result of their
over
the
branch
at
that
time
but
must
admit
I
think
we
participation in a local triathlon. The Glen Innes Branch
L to R – Kim Kennerson (UCARF Coordinator), Peter Ogden, John Jannus.
caught them all napping.
donation is due to their celebrated 10th anniversary Meet
and Greet which was previously named under the Beardies
At the time of writing, we have recently received an
Festival.
email from Ivan Robotham representing Whittlesea
Branch regarding the progress of the fund raising “Project
Last minute news on UCARF activities as follows – I
Goldfinger”. Sue Brabazon from the project committee
received an invitation from Wellington, NSW member,
has supplied a barometer indicating that approximately
John Jannus on behalf of the locals, to ride and meet
$21,000.00 of the target $25,000.00 has been met to date.
at a mid-way point to be presented with an additional
The team plan to have a “ticket sell point” at the upcoming
UCARF cheque. The venue was Legall French Patisserie
AGM in Launceston and will have the previously-owned
at Bathurst. Accompanied by long term member, Ross
Stephen Dearnley MZ Skorpion on display. The MZ has
Pearson, we were to meet with John, Phil Melhuish and
been through the local Honda dealership Moto GC to
Peter Ogden and partake in good coffee and pastries. Word
ensure mechanical perfection and will have a Victorian
got out at Wellington and the three riders grew to thirteen.
roadworthy certificate prior to transportation to the AGM.
We crammed the front room of the café, enjoyed our food
The barometer shows the project to be on target to meet
and drink and finished with a photo shoot (see photograph)
the goal of $25,000.00 and surplus tickets should sell well
out the front on the footpath. As the UCARF Coordinator, I
at the AGM. The latest figures from our National Treasurer,
was staggered and honoured to receive a $4,000.00 cheque.
Mike Abberfield, indicate $22,041.90 worth of tickets sold
and a value of $2,115.00 still available.

I

I am planning to have a half-way meet with Wellington
NSW members John Jannus, Phil Melhuish and Peter
Ogden on Saturday 6th February at Bathurst for coffee
and, more importantly, to be presented with an additional
cheque from local fund raising efforts. You may recall the
annual “Two Wheels to Wellington” event of the NSW
Motorcycle Awareness Week and the impressive effort
of these local members raising funds for UCARF. I have
offered to assist with Ulysses Club promotion for the
2016 event to achieve a higher profile and awareness. A
photograph of the last cheque hand over appeared in the
recent summer edition of Riding On.
A decision has recently been made regarding the branch
winners of the prestigious JO DEARNLEY MEMORIAL
AWARD 2015 and the GOOD JOINT AWARD 2015. At
the time of completing this UCARF report for the autumn
edition of Riding On, the plaques and trophies are being
engraved. Both of the (original) award plaques are badged
and engraved with current and previous winners and
retained on display at the national administration office
and each branch receives a trophy to keep in recognition
of their fine achievement. As is the tradition, the
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Kim Kennerson
UCARF Coordinator
#6929 LM 14

TOUGH
JUST GOT
TOUGHER.
THE NEW TRAX ADVENTURE RANGE
FROM SW-MOTECH.
The TraX Adventure sets a new benchmark
in aluminium touring cases. They’re designed to be
extremely tough and made from 1.5mm aluminium,
further strengthened by lid and side wall ribbed
contours. Weighing between 4.6 and 5.4 kilos, the
TraX Adventure is one of the lightest cases available
in it’s class.
Side cases are available in 37 and 45 litre sizes,
the top case has a 38 litre capacity and the range
starts at $621.
So whether you’re taking on an off-road challenge,
touring the open road or just beating the rain to
work, get a case that’s 100% adventureproof.

EXCLUSIVE AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTOR OF

FOR MORE INFORMATION
INFORMATION CALL
CALLUS
USON
ON08
089350
93509052
9052OR
ORVISIT
VISIT
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Letters to the editor

Dear Editor,
I have read outgoing Treasurer Mike Abberfield’s report
in issue 129, Summer 2015 and in particular note his
statement that only just over 500 members have taken up
the option of accepting the electronic version of “Riding
On”. Well, that means that the remaining 20,000 of us
like the paper version.
I understand the economics of print versus digital
and costs but I personally cannot sit down in front of
a screen and read a full magazine. It might be OK for
future generations of Ulysses members, however old
blokes and ladies of our 40 plus vintage I’m sure, like to
collect the mag (amongst others) from the letterbox, sit
down with a caf in a comfy chair and pretty well stay
there until it’s finished (the coffee and the magazine).

I know publishing is a costly and complicated business
to be in, particularly in house works but please keep the
paper coming, I look forward very much each quarter to
receiving “Riding On” in the ordinary mail, the stories,
letters and articles are all so readable.
LONG LIVE THE PRINT!
David Jobson #2146

Dear David
What can I say I hate kindles, and our fore fathers
fought to stop despots burning books so you have my
agreement “Vivat Magazine” or should that be “Long
live the Magazine” Either way you get my drift
ED

Dear Editor,
In Riding on Issue 129, Summer 2015 Rob Chapman tells
of his experience with using a flashing bicycle light and
getting pinged for it.
What Rob needs is a headlight MODULATOR. A
modulator pulses the headlight from full to dim but not
on to off. A modulator is legal according to Australian
Vehicle Standards Rules Part 8, Division 2, Rule
77 that states
“(/3) A motor bike may be equipped with a headlight
modulation system that: (a) varies the brightness of its
high-beam headlight or low-beam headlight, but not
both, at a rate of at least 200 and at most 280 flashes
a minute, and (b) is designed to operate only in the
daylight./”
Modulators may be available in Australia but Mrs Google
didn’t find any so I bought a Signal Dynamics unit
from the US. I have had several pedestrians, 3 police
and a couple of motorists warn me that my headlight is
flashing so it must work. One down-side is that motorists
in front tend to slow down to well below the speed limit
when they see the modulating light in their mirror. At
least they know you are there.
-Jeff Cole #32520
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Um Jeff thanks for that information, personally I
prefer to just stick with my high beam during the day,
frankly the idea of a flashing head light hmmm… well
let’s just say, it may be safer but I’d feel like a um..
You get my drift … However I’m sure many members
would consider your alternative so thank you for your
research notes…
Ed

Letters to the editor
Dear Editor,
Just thought I'd let you know about a great trip to Phillip
Island for the 2016 world super bike and super sport
championships on the 26th-28th. March. Terrific ride
with 6 mates from Wodonga, weather was great and the
racing was unbelievable, and the people at the Island
were very friendly and welcoming. There were a couple
of incidents both on the way there, and again on the
way back that I thought I should mention. About 9:30
on the Friday on the mountain road from Whitfield to
Mansfield we came up on a couple or three tin tops
traveling slowly, so we waited patiently for a safe place
to pass. I was the second last bike in the line and heard
a big bike come up from behind, then proceed to pass all
7 bikes and 3 cars across double lines with no more than
20 or so metres of clear vision around the next blind
corner. What stood out to me though was the Ulysses old
man patch on this idiot’s back. We all held our collective
breath and luckily he got past and was never seen again.
It's idiots like this that give us all a bad name, and If the

clown did get hit we'd be obliged to stop and render
assistance, thus spoiling a great day for everyone.
My mates and I don't mind a bit of a fang ourselves but
try not to risk our lives and the lives of other road users.
A similar thing happened on the way home.
A motorcyclist died on the Whitfield Mansfield road just
the previous week. I hope the idiot Ulyssean reads this
and thinks about the poor image of Ulysses he portrayed.
Keep the shiny side up,
Greg, Macka Mckenzie. # 21911.
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PERMIT SCHEME REPORT
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Club Permit Scheme
The numbers of Club Registrations at this point are as follows:
Victoria – 246, New South Wales – 187, Queensland – 8
In Victoria, the scheme is steadily moving along and gaining numbers. However, there are still a few problems with
members not reading their information packs properly, thus creating issues when they try to register their machines.
The Vicroads rules governing historic plates are quite rigid and must be followed. In New South Wales, Phil Whitton
#3437 advises that in some cases, Branch officers are signing off paperwork for members and this is being submitted
to RMS offices AND being accepted. This is contrary to the rules and may eventually put the CPS in jeopardy. Phil
is looking at the possibility and practicality of enlisting help from members in outlying branches to act as local
scrutineers to overcome the problem of members being too far away for Phil to effectively inspect their bikes in a
reasonable time frame. The numbers in Queensland seem to remain steady.

Henry
Rokx
#28636 DM#45
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THE WIND AND THE ROAD

VICTORY WEEKEND ESCAPE
INCLUDE FREE ACCOMMODATION & FREE TANK OF FUEL.
Are you serious about a premium motorcycle but can’t get a decent test ride? Well we’ve solved
your problem! Not only will Victory loan you a bike for a couple of days, we will throw in a nights
accommodation and a free tank of fuel. The rest is up to you.
Why would we make such an oﬀer? Because we know

VictoryMotorcycles.com.au | P: 1300 721 360 |
*Overseas Model Shown. ^ Facebook® is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc.
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motorcycle
apprentice

The Ulysses Club MAOTY
Zone Winner PROFILES 2015

of the year

Andras Kisbalazs | Zone Winner (Qld / NT)
Andras prefers to be called Andrew. Andrew lives with his family, including
a sister, only 10 minutes from his work in Nerang near the Gold Coast in
Queensland having successfully completing year 12 at Coombabah School.
After a small break Andrew enrolled in a Certificate II in Automotive at
Coomera Tafe college and on the last week an expression of interest for a
motorcycle apprenticeship was offered by the teacher. Andrew immediately
raised his hand very very high because of his passion for the industry. He was
offered the apprenticeship after 1 week of work experience and a little shy,
tidying the workshop and doing hands on work, including engine overhauls.
MTA Institute of Technology was the training provider ( Ken Rahley teacher) who did a blended delivery of training
including courses of welding, fuel injection and frame straightening at the ‘Sir Jack Brabham Automotive Centre of
Excellence. Working on a wide range of motorcycles including scooters, off road, quad bikes and cruisers has been
fantastic which and has lifted his skills to a high standard.
Outside of work, Andrew, together with his boss Paul Ellis, continue their interest in mechanics in a range of
motorcycles including off road and flat track. Andrew also has an interest in project cars including a highly
modified Honda Civic, which is raced.
Andrew has just completed his apprenticeship and has been offered a full time position with Ellis Race,Trial,
Ride and wants to keep doing what he loves especially with his Boss who is also his best friend and who also won
Ulysses Club MAOTY in 2006 Ellis Race, Trial, Ride business owner Paul, mentioned he would be lost without
Andrew because has never let him down, extremely competent mechanic, trustworthy and absolute pleasure to
work with feeling incredibly lucky to have found an apprentice so mature and hard working.

Logan Ashley | Zone Winner (NSW / ACT)
Logan moved with his family over 4 years ago from New Zealand to Sydney
then his parents moved to Gold Coast in Queensland, but he decided to stay
in Sydney because he was offered an adult apprenticeship. Always wanting to
be a motorcycle mechanic, Logan approached Pro Cycles at St Peters and with
no reservation was offered the apprenticeship after they took a liking to his
attitude and direct approach. Marcel, the workshop manager, mentioned that
Logan thrives on learning, diagnostics, working on BMW, Triumph and KTM
including race, sport and road bikes. Often staying late to finish jobs working
on engine rebuilds, he has a great work ethic and attitude that are second to
none.
Logan really enjoyed the training at Tafe Sydney Institute Ultimo because he
was not at work, learning heaps from Michael Downie (highly praised) and
other students. Logan has now completed his apprenticeship and has been
offered a good salary and extended dealer training with BMW working toward
master technician. With his dedication and experience, he will have a very
strong future in the motorcycle industry.
RIDING ON
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The Ulysses Club MAOTY
Zone Winner PROFILES 2015
Harry Norton | Zone Winner ( W.A / S.A )
In Year 10 whilst attending school, Harry completed 1 week of work
experience at Kessner Motorcycles and immediately was offered an
Apprenticeship. True to their word, when on completion of Year 12, Harry
commenced his apprenticeship.
Growing up on 10 acres in Clare Valley near Adelaide with his parents and a
younger brother, Harry now lives in Adelaide in a comfortable 10 x 25 metre
workshop with 30 motorcycles. Hobbies include Enduro stuff and racing
dirt push bikes. At Kessner Motorcycles his time is spent mostly working on
KTM, Suzuki and Road bikes. As well as keeping up with the high standard
of work. Harry enjoys the challenge of diagnostics both with mechanical
and electrical by spending time with the factory KTM team and is rewarded by customer feedback.
Harry has shown his commitment by doing his best at all times, including doing presentations at dealerships and
being heavily involved in the management of the Kessner race team, with 9 junior and senior riders. His appreciation
extended to thanking Leigh Hollamby from Tafe South Australia Regency campus, where he won numerous awards.
Co-ordinating the annual Hattah Desert Race, including the maintenance and graphics is also enjoyable for Harry.
Completing his apprenticeship in November of 2015, he now works as a tradesman having daily input into training a
2nd year apprentice. Future plans include joining a factory team and travelling the world.

Matthew Scharf | ZONE WINNER TAZ/VIC
Matthew completed year 11 at St Joseph school in Geelong. He annoyed
and hassling his current employer, MotoTech, whom after 10 weeks
offered him an apprenticeship upon noticing Matthew’s superior technical
knowledge for someone so young. KTM, Kawasaki and most other
makes are all serviced, maintained, and repaired at Mototech. Matthew’s
education involved being trained by up to 2 tradesmen which was greatly
appreciated. Matthew attended Gordon Tafe, where he completed all
his paperwork and units 12 months early with absolutely no sick days.
During Matthew’s apprenticeship he also adapted to a spare parts role and
providing excellent customer service.
Matthew greatly appreciates MotoTech for offering him the apprenticeship.
He says it is a superb company and he wants to continue employment
there working on motorcycles. Riding on a KTM and Suzuki is his leisure
time activity. He still lives at home with his parents, brother and sister. His Dad is a senior officer in the CFA.
Matthew also enjoys fixing up cars for himself and friends and loves going bush on 2 or 4 wheels. He also contributes
to being a “true Aussie” by doing jobs for his elderly family members and neighbours .
Matthew is an outstanding example of today’s youth, prompting the belief that Australia’s future is in good hands.

THANKS TO ALL WHO ENTERED AND CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR WINNERS!
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The Ulysses Club MAOTY
Zone Winner Presentations
motorcycle
apprentice

of the year

Queensland / Northern Territory
Zone MAOTY presentation.
On Sunday evening 7th of February we decided to check
the emails before heading to the land of nod.
Hmm, there’s one here from Peter Baulch asking me to
organize the presentation of the zone MAOTY award to
the winner – Andras (Andrew) Kisbalazs. No pressure,
just preferably at his workplace and with some Ulyssians
in attendance!
Now, we leave in 8 days for Tasmania, I work full time,
starting early and finishing late and there is only one
weekend in the middle. Going to have to get my finger
out if we want to get this done!
Good one Pete thanks for the notice!
I started work at 4am the next morning, so PA Savaugn
was on the case. She rang Paul Ellis, Andrew’s boss to
ask if Andrew would be working on Saturday morning
and told Paul the reason and the rush to get it presented.
Paul was very excited and proud as he himself was a
MAOTY winner in 2006.
Even though Andrew was not working on Saturday 13th
of February, Paul would ensure that Andrew was on site
at the workplace in Nerang at 11am to receive the award.
Next step – Ulyssians. Luckily the Gold Coast Branch
of the Ulysses club were holding their monthly social
gathering on that Monday night and a phone call to
David Hicks, branch secretary, ensured the message
would reach the local branch membership and possibly
ensure we had some Ulyssians to attend on the Saturday.
We sent emails to various other Ulyssians, hoping they
would be able to spread the word and possibly attend.
Next step; let Peter Baulch know it was all arranged for
the Saturday morning and to please send the award by
express post.
It all fell into place and on Saturday 13th of February,
many members from the Ulysses Club Gold Coast and
surrounding branches arrived at the Ellis Race Trail Ride
workshop in Nerang. We were pleased to see so many
turn up as the day itself was slightly damp, with many
riders getting very wet on the way home.
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What a wonderful experience. This young man has a
lot to be proud of; he finished his apprenticeship in 2
& 1/2 years instead of 4 and is highly respected by his
workmates and peers.
His parents and sister were able to attend and the pride
they felt for their son and brother was obvious as is the
pride Paul has in his apprentice.
Thank you to all who answered the call and who helped
to celebrate this event with Andrew, a very self-assured
young man who has confidence in himself. He will go
far.
Congratulations again Andrew.
Allan Pratt #9186
Dearnley Medallist no: 21

The Ulysses Club MAOTY
Zone Winner Presentations
SA / WA MAOTY ZONE WINNER
PRESENTATION
On Thursday the 28th of January, 2016 I had the privilege
of presenting the Ulysses Club’s South Australia/Western
Australia Motorcycle Apprentice of the Year Zone Winner
Harry Norton, with his Zone Winner’s prize – a $1,000 gift
voucher from long term Ulysses Club MAOTY sponsor
Supercheap Autos. Present to help me was ex National
Committee Vice President and Torrens Valley Branch
stalwart Neville Gray
To say that Harry was grateful is an understatement.
According to boss Roger Kessner, “Harry is a hardworking
individual who prides himself in detail”. Harry rides a
KTM 300 two stroke Enduro bike which is his pride and
joy.
Having worked at Kessner Suzuki for 4 years, Harry
finished his apprenticeship last December and is now
following in the footsteps of workmate and winner of the
2007 SA/WA Zone MAOTY Aaron Turner.

NSW / ACT MAOTY ZONE WINNER
PRESENTATION

Mark Seja

The NSW Zone winner of the MAOTY Award 2015,
Mr Logan Ashley was presented with the Award
Certificate and the $1000 gift voucher prize from
our generous sponsor, Supercheap Auto at his
workplace, Procycles, St Peters (Sydney) on 19th
February 2016.

National Secretary.

Logan was a fourth year apprentice with Procycles
when he entered the award process. He has now
completed his apprenticeship and is employed
full time at Procycles. Mr Marcel Cross, Workshop
Manager at Procycles was sincere in his praise of
Logan and his achievement in winning the MAOTY
Zone Award. Marcel suggested Logan has a bright
future in the motorcycle industry and he should
achieve further kudos as a BMW MasterTech when
he completes further gruelling training in the BMW
system.
The award was presented to Logan by Brett Pieper
#32569 from the Northern Beaches Branch. Brett has
a lifetime connection with motorcycling and is the
scrutineer of older bikes being presented for club
registration.
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The Ulysses Club MAOTY
Zone Winner Presentations
motorcycle
apprentice

of the year

VIC / TAS MAOTY ZONE WINNER
PRESENTATION
GEELONG GETS A WINNER!!
On Saturday 20 February 2015, members of the Geelong
Branch were pleased to present the Zone Award
(Vic -Tas) for the Motorcycle Apprentice of the Year
(MAOTY) 2016 to local apprentice, Matthew Scarf. This
is the first time that a finalist from Geelong has received
such an accolade.
Matthew is employed with Moto Tech Geelong, who
recently successfully completed his apprenticeship 12
months early. “He is an impressive and talented young
man,” according to his supervisor, “Moto Tech and his
family are very proud of his achievement and it is well
deserved”. Also in attendance, were Councillor Eddie
Kontelj representing the City of Greater Geelong, who

also praised this fine achievement and thanked the
Ulysses Club Inc for encouraging and recognising our
young apprentices.
For his outstanding achievement, Matthew received
a $1000 gift certificate from Supercheap Auto and a
framed certificate. We wish Matthew well for the future
and congratulate him on this fine achievement. One day
we may let him play with our Harley’s.
Pictures:
Members of Ulysses Geelong Br, Cr Eddie Kontelj with
award winner Matthew Scarf.
Robert Hunt (Outgoing President of Ulysses Geelong
Branch) and Cr Eddie Kontelj of Geelong City Council
together with the MOARTY Regional (VIC-TAS) Award
Winner 2016, Matthew Scarf of Moto Tech Geelong.
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MAOTY National Winner announced

ANDREW KISBALACZ: NATIONAL WINNER
Young Queenslander, Andrew Kisbalacz was announced as the
National Winner of the prestigious Ulysses Club Motorcycle
Apprentice of the Year Award. He had previously been
announced as a Zone Winner, and his photo
and profile appears elsewhere in this edition of
Riding On.
As our MAOTY National Winner, Andrew is now
the proud owner of a new CBR 500 R courtesy
of our major sponsor - HONDA Australia. His
new machine was presented to him by National
Adjudicator - Graham Moore # 62762, at a Civic
Reception in Launceston as part of the Ulysses
Club's AGM Event for 2016.
Andrew was flown to Tasmania as a guest of the
Club and he thoroughly enjoyed taking in some
of the sights and history of Australia's third city,
in addition to enjoying the hospitality of the club
and the evening events and entertainment.
Andrew is a very worthy winner of the MAOTY
National Award.
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ExistingMEMBER
MEMBERProfile
Profile

June Beatton #1476 and John Beatton #49

I

have an original copy of The Ulysses Story by
Stephen Dearnley. I started out by getting the great
man's autograph, and then made a nuisance of
myself by pursuing all past members of NatCom.
The opportunity to add the names of June and John
Beatton to my book was too good to resist.
Ron Beverley #3593 and wife Janette have been friends
of the Beattons for decades and describe John and June
as being very passionate and loyal Ulyssians.
Ron describes June as being elegant, attractive, strong
willed and in his words “a real straight shooter.”
Asked about John Beatton, Ron speaks of a quiet, placid,
reliable and resourceful gentleman.

motorcycling appealed to me.”
In those early days, the Club was quite small in
numbers, so much so that they would barely match some
of the Branch gatherings of today. John explains, “The
1985 Christmas party was at our home, 90 odd people
attended with Jackie Peacock, June Beatton and Jo
Dearnley attending to a never ending supply of food.”
June was determined not to be kept in the background
for too long. She and John had been pillion and rider
since their early 20s, and, while there had been early
attempts at teaching June to ride a bike, she had become
content to sit behind John and enjoy the scenery. Even
so, she still had a desire to help this Club more than just
by helping to serve food.

John Beatton #49 is a retired marine engineer and
devoted motorcyclist. He jokes about never owning a car.
“I have never owned a one! My bike was my transport,
June owned the car.”

John explained, “In 1985 in a conversation with June,
I mentioned Lady Ulyssians, well, after that June came
along to every meeting.”

What attracted him to join the then fledgling Ulysses
Club? “I heard about the formation of a motorcycle
group for over 50s. Being a marine engineer meant
that the opportunity of people of like mindedness in

June expanded on that further, “I wasn't allowed to
join the club until just before the 1988 Valla Park AGM.
Peter 'Bwana' Reynolds signed me up after I said it was
time a non-rider was allowed to join. I was so excited
to be going to an AGM and to be able to vote. I became
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Existing MEMBER Profile
involved in the Sydney Branch then, and later on,
joined the committee enjoying being the purchasing
officer.”
Because John was often away with his job, he couldn't
put himself in for any committee positions, however,
this is where June Mary Beatton member #1476 and
later Dearnley Medallist #27 (2006) became a most
valued asset to the Ulysses Club. June served on the
NatCom as Purchasing Officer from 1991 to 1995 and
while female club member percentages are quite high
today, it was still quite the “old boys Club” back then.
I admire her for taking on a NatCom role in those early
days of male majority, that and for making herself a
voice to be listened to.
June also insisted that John needed to get a more
comfortable bike (for her as a pillion) than his beloved
'bone shaker' Ducati. As it happened, the sad passing
of Peter Reynolds allowed the acquisition of a BMW
K75.
While they don't single out any one member in
particular for high mention, both John and June speak
in glowing terms of Geoff Mayfield, Tom Dudley and
Ian 'Huggy' Rawlings. John says of Tom, “The signing
up of the illustrious Tom Dudley was a great move, as
we could see he was so keen, and the Club needed to
take advantage of him carrying this huge enthusiasm,
whilst we just rode.”
(The advent of allowing 40 year olds to be Associate
Members is down to Tom.)
The inspiring Beattons have travelled around
Australia by motorcycle and visited more places than
most of us can dream about.
They are avid followers of the MotoGP competition
and think nothing of sitting up to the wee small hours
cheering on the likes of Rossi, Lorenzo and Marquez.
They may be in their 80s, but, they are definitely not
slowing down. John says “I am now recovering from
a slight stroke but still ride every Wednesday. Good
years I have had with the Ulysses family and my hope
is that many more motorcyclists can continue to Grow
Old Disgracefully.”
As for June, while she talked about the Ulysses Club
past, present and future, I could hear that same strong
will and passion that Ron Beverley spoke of.
I first met the Beattons when I joined Ulysses as a
loud, gregarious, 40 year old. I joined a superb Club
for older motorcyclists, and this was a direct result of
the hard 'yakka' done by dedicated folks just like John
and June Beatton. They have my eternal gratitude.
May your lid never skid,
Ian Parks #11735
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New Member Profile - Jack Lewin Welcome

Helmet
Riexinger
#66062

Are you a new or returning motorcyclist?
Neither. I'm an ongoing motorcyclist.
Who or what helped you to decide to join
the Club?
Recommendation of a member who did some work
in our home.
What are you most looking forward to as a
Ulysses Club member?
I am interested in making new friends.
What is your most memorable ride
experience?
Crossing the Sahara desert from Tunesia via Algeria
to Marocco, and almost losing my left leg due to an
infection after a minor low speed slip on a sandblown road bend.
What is your favourite road or ride
destination?
My favourite ride destination is Reefton Spur from
Lake Mountain to Reefton Hotel.

What is your current Motorcycle?
I am currently riding a Victory Jackpot.
What is your age?
I am 62 years old.
Regards,
Helmut.

Are you a new or existing
member? We would love to
hear about you! Please email
ridingon@ulysses.org.au
to enquire about submitting
your own motorcycling story!
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victory

vision

a

ROAD TEST REPORT

t short notice I was lucky enough to be
asked to take a 2016 Victory Vision for a
test ride and provide a Road Report on the
bike for our Club Magazine, so a weekend
away needed to be planned quickly.

On the Thursday I arrived at 544 Elizabeth
Street Melbourne (The Melbourne Victory Dealership)
to pick up the bike. The staff there welcomed me
with a hot cup of coffee and as I walked around the
magnificent showroom admiring the amazing bikes
on display I couldn’t help but notice the Vision on
display. It stood out from all the other bikes because
of its design and sheer size. Some people may not like
its design as it looks quite futuristic and space aged,
yet some will love it for its long curves and styling.
Regardless, no matter where you go, it’s going to turn
heads and people will be asking you questions about
the bike.
The salesman Scott quickly sorted out the paperwork
then proceeded to show me through the controls and
features of the bike.
The Vision is the Flagship of the Victory range of
Motorcycles made by Polaris. It has an electric
windscreen, cruise control, heated seats and grips,
ABS, built in four speaker stereo with AM/FM radio
and either Ipod or auxiliary audio input and reverse
gear, The Vision also has Tip Over protection at the
front and rear to protect from damage in low speed
mishaps. You get all of this for $33,995 ride away.
That’s far cheaper than most other quality tourers on
the market.
The first task I had was navigating Melbourne peak
hour traffic and getting the bike home to Frankston.
Throw a leg over the Vision and you then realise how
much bike you have in all around of you. The huge
wing mirrors make the bike very wide. Although the
new filtering laws are now in place in most States,
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this is one bike you’re not going to filter with.
Kick up the side stand and the bike seems
quite light and very well balanced. It doesn’t feel the
410+ kg that it is. As soon as you get it moving it feels
nicely balanced and with its wide handlebars, is easy
to control at slow speed. The riding position is typical
of a cruiser, upright with legs in the mid to forward
position. The large floorboards enable easy movement
of your feet from almost underneath you to fully
stretched out in front. A lever by your left leg allows
you to select reverse gear which is controlled by the
starter button. The seat is quite low even though the
bike looks so large. At 180 cm tall I was easily able to
get both feet on the ground and manoeuvre the bike.
The Vision is powered by the 106ci / 1731cc V-Twin
Freedom engine, the same as the rest of the Victory
range, a very smooth engine with plenty of torque.
In the Vision it sounds and feels a little noisier and
rougher than in the other models; this is caused by the
massive fairing that channels the engine noise up to
the rider. Over the past few years Victory has gradually
smoothed out all the harshness from the six-speed
overdrive gearbox, and gears are easy to select and
always feel positive.
On the ride home I was amazed at the number of
people in cars that were admiring the Vision, already it
was drawing attention and definitely had lots of road
presence as drivers kept their distance. After an hour
riding in heavy traffic, the hydraulic clutch started to
feel heavy and was becoming difficult to pull.
The Vision at 2.7 m long, 1140mm wide and 400+ kg
was not designed for city commuting but with the
radio on in the background, I was able to enjoy a
leisurely ride home along Beach Road, admiring Port
Phillip Bay and I ended up getting home, feeling quite
Source: http://www.kolling.usyd.edu.au/
relaxed and refreshed.
research/bone-joint-group/index.php
So, where to for the weekend. We decided that a loop
through some of Victoria’s High country would provide
a great testing ground for this beast of a bike. Day one
would consist of departing Frankston and travelling to

Wangaratta via Bairnsdale, Omeo, Hotham, and Bright
(approx 600 km). Day two would consist of departing
Wangaratta and returning back to Frankston via
Whitfield, Mansfield, Alexandra, Buxton, Healesville,
Launching Place and Gembrook (approx 550 km).
Total distance 1150 km.
We are so lucky here in Victoria, with so many fantastic
rides and roads right at out door step.
Day 1: We set off about 7.30 Saturday morning; the
temperature was about 19 °C and there was the typical
Melbourne misty rain around. With the windscreen
fully up I was able to stay completely dry. Out through
Pearcedale, Cardinia to Pakenham where we joined the
Princess Freeway. With the cruise control on it
was time to settle in for the most boring part of the
ride 260 km to Bruthen the other side of Bairnsdale.
This is where the Vision displayed its talents, this is
what it was designed to do. 110 km/h, no wind noise,
ipod playing in the background and the gentle rumble
of the big V-Twin, I was in heaven, and the bike was
doing it easy.
One thing I noticed was that at speeds below 80 km/h
you started to notice a lot of heat being given off by
the rear cylinder. This is not uncommon for big air/
oil cooled V-Twins, but seemed more apparent with
the Vision than other Victory bikes. In winter this may
be a blessing, but in the heat of summer it can become
stifling. Once you get the speed up to 100+ km/h you
don’t seem to notice the heat as much.
The fairing and electric windshield are great, providing
good wind noise attenuation and protection from
the elements. The dash has with two big analogue
dials, two small dials outside those and multiple LCD
screens. A full trip computer provides you with a
wealth of information on the LCD screens including
range, ambient temperature, economy, and 2 trip
meters, you can toggle through them with a handlebar
mounted button. The handlebars also house the audio
controls and cruise control so you don’t have to take
your hands off the bars. These controls are easy to use
and are placed in convenient positions although they
do look like an after thought.
After 2.5 hrs in the saddle we decided to have a quick
stop, stretch and fuel the bike. The Vision had only
used 16.5 l of fuel (22 l tank) which I thought was quite
good for a bike this size. By now I was familiar with all
of the controls and how this Vision handled. We were
now about to begin the exhilarating part of the ride
(Great Alpine Road from Bruthen to Omeo).
I took the lead so I could set the pace and really see
how the Vision was going to perform. It was still about
19-20 °C, the roads were wet and there was misty rain
still hanging around. Unfortunately, these conditions
were not beneficial to fast windy riding on the Vision.
I was able to maintain a reasonable speed through the
corners and the bike handled well transitioning from

side to side but I was not yet experiencing what I knew
the bike would be capable of. An hour later we stopped
and had morning tea at Omeo and discussed how the
bike was going.
The roads were now dry and the sun was starting to
warm up and I was looking forward to the next section,
Omeo to Hotham, 60 km of undulating hills, fast big
sweepers along with a few switchbacks.
Windscreen down for that sporty feel and off we go,
the power produced by the big V-Twin seems to be
more than adequate as it was as happy loping along at
80 km/h as much as it was stretching its legs at 110+
km/h. The surprising thing I noticed was the amount
of ground clearance the Vision had. I was able to take
corners at far greater speeds than I thought I would
have been able to on such a big bike. The Vision was
in its element in this section. It’s not a sports bike, or
even a sports tourer, but boy I had some fun on it. At
times when really pushing it through the corners the
floorboards started scraping. This is the first indication
you get that you are really starting to lean this huge
bike over.
As I found out; you can get the Vision moving quite
quickly but can you stop it. With the aid of linked ABS
brakes I was amazed at how quickly and safely I was
able to pull it up to a dead stop from highway speeds.
The Twin 300 mm discs up front along with the single
300 mm disc at the rear work extremely well together
are capable of bringing this monster to a halt quickly.
The air adjustable rear shock worked a treat smoothing
out all those country road bumps.
After a quick stop at Hotham for some photos we were
off again, this time downhill through tight winding
roads to Bright. Here we refuelled again and Vision had
used just over 5 l/100km. As we left we I noticed that
the temperature had now got up to about 31 °C, but I
was feeling fine on the bike, windscreen down just a
little to create some wind in my face, cruise control
back on and a relaxing cruise down through the valley
to Wangaratta.
We checked in and then made our way to the cabin we
had booked. Now I had to park the Vision next to the
cabin, oh no….. loose pebbles and stones covered the
area where we had to park. This is where I misjudged
the turn-in and needed to move backwards. In these
stones I was lucky to hold the bike upright let alone
move it backwards. But Ahhhh, that where reverse
comes in; into neutral, flick the lever and push the
starter button. Slowly and smoothly the bike moved
backward. This is fantastic, all bikes should have
reverse. Flick the lever forward, clutch in back into
gear and move forward and park the bike next to the
cabin…. easy.
Day 1: approx 600 km and still feeling really good. I
felt that good that I wondered why we booked a cabin, I
would have been right to do the return leg,
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that afternoon/night. But we had booked in and now a
coldie was calling out my name, so we decided to sit
back, relax and reflect on the day’s events.
Day 2: up early, showered, dressed and in to town for
breakfast. Half an hour later we were back on the road,
cruising to Whitfield, cruise control on and enjoying
the scenery. What a glorious morning, low 21-22 °C and
starting to warm up. From Whitfield to Mansfield the
ride is fantastic, and the Vision coped well. Again I say
its not sporty, but it is fast and agile enough to make it
really enjoyable for the rider. This was the first time I
had travelled this road unimpeded by other vehicles,
WOW what a road, anyone who has ridden this road
will understand what I’m talking about.
Again the Vision impressed me with how nimble it was
for its size and weight. Ride it accordingly and its very
enjoyable. Time just disappears when you’re on this
bike and before I knew it we were entering Mansfield.
It was now time for another coffee and stretch.
Back on the bike and off towards Healesville with
beautiful country roads, sweeping bends and great
countryside to be observing. Unfortunately lots of
traffic through the Black Spur, so no fun, but heaps of
time to view the beauty of rain forests in the area.
We had Lunch at Beechworth Bakery at Healesville
then started the final leg of our road trip (400 km down
and only 100 km to go). We headed back through
Gembrook, Pakenham, Cardinia, Pearcedale and then in
to Frankston.
In total approximately 1150 km in 2 days and I felt fine,
no soreness of any kind and all in one piece. In fact
when I got home I asked my wife, whether she wanted
to come out on the back of the Vision for a short trip to
Tooradin for an ice-cream. Well that was the quickest
I’ve seen her get into her bike gear. I don’t think it was
because she was getting on the back of the luxurious
Vision but because I mentioned the magical word
ice-cream.
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When we had returned from Tooradin I asked her what
she thought of the Vision. Her response was; great
comfy seat, easy to reach handgrips but the backrest
and speakers got in the way of her arms at times.
She enjoyed listening to the music while we were
moving along and she thought it would be great for
the longer rides and touring we do.
One thing that we both noticed was the lockable side
panniers were very deceptive; they look huge but are
actually very small compared to other large touring
bikes. Luckily the big top box can hold a full-face
helmet, jacket and gloves.
In my opinion there is enough cargo space for one
person to tour for a week plus, but only enough room
for two up for the weekend. (Maybe I’m spoilt)
I would recommend the Vision for anyone who has
a love for cruisers style bikes and wants to have long
days in the saddle touring this great country of ours.
We travelled on all sorts of roads from freeways and
highways to back roads and even some twisting sporty
roads regardless the Vision performed well.

-

pros

Comfortable sitting positions
Electric Windscreen
Reverse Gear
Cruise Control
Riding Versatility (commute,
cruise and a bit sporty)
- Good fuel range

cons

- Radiated heat at slower speeds
- Poor pannier cargo space
- Position of rear speakers
for pillion

specifications

Price: $33,995 ride away
Service: 8000 km
Engine: 106ci (1731cc) 4-valve, 50-degree, oil-air-cooled V-Twin
Bore x stroke: 101 x 108 mm
Compression: 9.4:1
Transmission: 6-speed overdrive constant mesh; wet, multi-plate clutch;
carbon fibre-reinforced belt
Fuel: 22.7 litre tank, ULP 91 RON, 5 L/100km (Approx 400 km / tank)
Suspension: 46 mm telescopic fork, 130mm travel; mono-tube, cast
aluminium with constant-rate linkage air adjustable rear
shock, 92.7mm
travel Dry weight: 394kg
Clearance: 148 mm
Length: 2702 mm
Rake/trail: 29.0° / 137 mm
Seat: 673 mm
Wheelbase: 1670 mm
Brakes: linked, ABS, 300 mm floating discs with 4-piston callipers
(front),
300mm floating disc with 2-piston calliper (rear)
Tyres: 130/70R18; 180/60R16 Dunlop Elite 3
Wheel: 18 x 3.5, 16 x 5

Mornington Peninsula
AGM Event 2019

T

he beautiful Mornington Peninsula (southeast of Melbourne) has been announced as
the location for the AGM Event in 2019. In
making the announcement, National President
Helena Gritton, explained that this event will hosted by a
committee comprised of representatives from 12 branches
around the Greater Melbourne - Geelong region. Event
Director will be Rob Hunt #51563 from Geelong Branch
and Event Secretary will be Glen Abery #64113 from Two
Bays Branch. It is planned that this AGM Event will be
held in last week of February. 2019, at the Mornington
Racecourse which has magnificent facilities for all the
AGM Event programs.

THE "EARLY BIRD" REGISTRATION
COMPETITION WINNER
The "Early Bird" registration competition for our 2016 AGM Event has been won
by............ John Paulger #59201 from Toowoomba (Qld).
John was most excited to hear his name called as the winner and is now
enthusiastically looking forward to his Malaysian Motorcycle Getaway Tour including the Malaysian Moto GP in Sepang during October this year.
In the unlikely event that John is unable to go, the reserve or "runner up" for this trip
is Stephen Draper #36741 from Macedon Ranges Branch.

images sourced from
www.visitmorningtonpeninsula.org
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LOCKYER BRANCHN
IPSWICH TOY RU

2015

F

or the past 19years Lockyer Branch has organised the
Ipswich Toy Run held every year on the second Sunday
of December. This event has become a tradition for
hundreds of riders (not just Ulyssians) from all around
South East Queensland to attend and participate in.
**Plus it is a great excuse to decorate your bike with bears,
tinsel and all other things Christmassy** We say a very
special THANK YOU to our friends from all the Ulysses
Club SE Qld Branches for their ongoing support.
Ipswich residents have come to look and admire the
decorated bikes, trikes and side-cars at the mustering point
before we leave for our run around the inner suburbs of our
hometown of Ipswich. The entire route is lined with people
waiting to wave and cheer as we ride past along the 16
kilometres, weaving in and out through the suburbs, which
has for many years been under full Police Escort, which
giving us a free flowing run.
We measure the success of our Toy Run on FOUR main
criteria:
Firstly TOYS: Isn’t this where we get the name from and
why a lot of Toy Runs started? In our recent years, we have
successfully loaded a Salvation Army truck to near the roof
level with toys. Not a bad effort for people who ride bikes
and this is where the toys mostly come from!!!
Secondly the number of PARTICIPANTS: For 2015 we had
618 registrants and in excess of 750+ motorbikes. We could
have had more this year but the rain that morning didn’t do
us any favours.
Thirdly the MONEY raised: The Toy Run has generated over
$20 000.00 for the past few years in direct funds which is
shared between the Local Salvation Army Corps and our
own Ulysses UCARF.
Fourthly SUPPORT: The community spirit and smiles from
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those who waited on the side of the road and under shelters,
trees, tents etc just for us to ride past!
This success can only be attributed to a small group of very
dedicated Lockyer branch volunteers who unite each year
to do a little (and some not so little!) in organising one of the
most successful Ulysses Toy Runs held around Australia.
The Ipswich community gets behind us and donates non
perishable food etc into charity bins located in the shopping
centres or directly to the salvation army stores.
We have no idea of the quantity of this but the Salvo’s do
report to us that donations seem to increase when we start to
advertise.
In all of this we could not do a thing without the support
of local small businesses, good hearted individuals and
corporations. They are the ones who donate and/or
sponsor prizes for the perpetual draw at the end of the Run,
registrants’ breakfast and items for auctioning as well. All the
items we need to entice the hundreds of riders to support the
event.

Thirdly the MONEY raised: The Toy
Run has generated over
$20 000.00 for the past few
years in direct funds which
is shared between the Local
Salvation Army Corps and our
own Ulysses UCARF.
Some history of our Toy Run: It was held in the very first
year that the Lockyer Branch was formed which was in
1996. The ‘96 Toy Run as all things are at first, just small
and mostly getting mates together, but they did it and kept
doing it and naturally it grew. After awhile the Ipswich City

Council and (then new) Mayor Paul
Pisasale really got behind it and helped
it grow. Our Toy Run became such an
important event in Ipswich that we were
honoured to be awarded the Ipswich
Community Event of the year in the
Australia Day awards of 2011. Other
notable awards resulting from our Toy
Run (and which we are very proud of) is
a Jo Dearnley Award in 2006 and quite a
few Good Joint Awards along the way in
recognition our support of UCARF.
Here we are now in 2016, the Lockyer
Branch will be celebrating our 20th
BIRTHDAY on the 14th MAY and soon
after that we begin preparing for our 20th
Ipswich Toy Run. Our branch is like
all other Ulysses Club Branches which
has been moulded by new committees,
influenced by newer members and redirected its focus onto matters suitable
to the current membership. Many years
ago, members had weekends away often
camping, but not so much now as most
current members don’t camp rough
preferring 3 star!!!!! We still have 4 rides
each month and keep them varied for
interest and a monthly information night
which is like a party every time!!!
We actively join in with other SE Qld
branch events throughout the year.
Plus we hold our own events which is
supported by them as well. If anyone gets
bored in SE Qld, they are not trying very
hard.
This spiel was brought to you by Foggy
(Ian Winter UC#053026)and Miss Prissy
(Grace Domingo UC#57879) of the
Lockyer Branch in Ipswich Qld
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From Chicago, Illionis all the way to California
THIS IS ROAD TRIP HEAVEN, A VACATION LIKE NO OTHER,
HISTORIC, NOSTALGIC AND CAPTIVATING
• Includes an exclusive hot rod workshop tour
& Harley Davidson Museum
• Includes Route 66 guide book and a
Rand McNally road atlas, both yours to keep
• Fully guided by Australia’s most experienced
guides and more guides per vehicle than any
other tour company on route 66
• Enjoy 2 nights in Las Vegas, Nevada the
entertainment capital of the world
• Drive or ride the original Route 66,
not the interstate.

SPRING TOUR • 14
April - 4 May 2016
SUMMER TOUR •
9 - 29 July 2016
FALL TOUR • 8 - 28
October 2016

2016

2016

STARTING FROM $8,495

UNC-HH-5203192-TS-367-XCC

• Guided self drive/ride road trip along
Historic Route 66
• Car or motorcycle hire with insurance
• All 8 Route 66 states - Illinois, Missouri, Kansas,
Oklahoma, Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California
• Includes all accommodation, breakfast daily, tours,
vehicle hire, tour cap and Route 66 specialist guide
(except in Las Vegas)
• Includes Chicago city tour & welcome dinner
• Includes a 2.5 hour farewell limo tour in Las Vegas

PP TWIN SHARE

* Upgrades to V8 GT
Mustang, SS Camaro
, Corvette Convertibl
Groups, Singles, Cou
e or Dodge Challenger
ples, Families all wel
R/T available. Clubs,
come.*** Subject to
change and conditions
per website

The “Real” america begins at the off ramp
& is waiting for you to meet her!
All Dates are LAND ONLY and inclusive within the USA. See our website for conditions.
Book with confidence - Complete Travel Solutions - Travel Agents Licence #3327461

www.route66tours.com.au
Space Limited Call Now

1300 760 806

REVIEW

GEARLOK
Our friends at Rocky creek have once again shown that they
understand the trials and tribulation of being a biker…
What can I say about the Gearlok cable and lock except, they work,
they are reasonably priced, they are compact…. So in the words of
Molly Meldrum “Do yourself a favor”
Think about it …If you’ve ridden for any amount of time, you’ve
probably experienced this familiar scenario. You’re out on a ride and
it’s 34°C. You stop for lunch or to sightsee and you just don’t feel
like lugging your heavy riding jacket and helmet around. If your bike
doesn’t have locking hard bags, what do you do?
One approach is to simply drape your jacket over the bike and hang
your helmet on the mirror…but that hardly seems wise, leaving it
sitting on your bike is an invitation for someone to steal it.
The GearLok utilizes a 150cm long braided galvanized steel plastic
coated cable to lock your helmet, jacket, backpack or any other
accessory to your bike. Simply pass the loop end of the cable through a
convenient part of your bike like the frame, handlebar or grab rail.
Thread the other end through the loop and then through the object/s
you want to secure.
Next, insert the end of the cable into the lock slot and slide the lock up
or down the cable to adjust the length. Press the Snap Button till you
hear a “Click” and scramble the four (4) digit security dial…done!

Gearlok pricing
RSP $37.95
Cable pricing
RSP $21.95

Your items are now secured to your bike and you have two free hands!
When you return to your bike, set your personal four (4) digit
combination code, press the Release Button, pull the cable free, rollup
the cable and lock and slip it into the carry bag and into your jacket
pocket.

GEARLOK CABLE
If you already have a HELMETLOK, simply use the GearLok Cable
on its own, with the Helmetlok, in the same way as you would use
the GearLok except one end loops through the Helmetlok! Best thing
about it is that you are able to pop it all into the carry bag!

I give these simple but useful items 9 out of 10…

www.rockycreekdesigns.com.au
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MEMBERS
SNAPS
YOUR SHOTS FROM TIME
ON THE ROAD
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36 Month Warranty
Made in Victoria
since 2003
Highly Durable
German Castors

For more info and video demos, log onto:

6 Ainslie Close, Somersby NSW
Ph: 02 4372 1100
For more info give us a ring or email
info@oztrikes.com.au

www.beckerenterprises.com
Ph: 0425 739 750

RIDE WITH HEAVY DUTY MAGAZINE ACROSS AMERICA THIS YEAR FOR AS LITTLE AS $12,440 ALL INCLUSIVE TOUR!
For more info on HEAVY DUTY
magazine or HEAVY DUTY tours
heavyduty.com.au
03 9317 5004 head office
0414 268 144 Tour Co-ordinator
info@heavyduty.com.au

PROUDLY PRINTED
IN AUSTRALIA

ISSUE 143
NOV/DEC 2015
$10.95 inc gst

HEAVEN DYNA BROTHERS
DYNA KEBABS HARLEY
PARTY REPORT
STURGIS 75TH ANNIVERSARYIT BLACK
PAINT
INDIAN DARK HORSE
‘BIG TANK’
RARE GEM 1942 CROCKER UPDATE
DOC’S
PROJECT WARBIRD

NZ –$11.95 inc gst

CUBIC INCHES
OF POWER

SON HERITAGE
CUBA’S HARLEY-DAVID
MAGNUM TEST
CROSS COUNTRY VS
RIDE PT 2
DOC’S SOUTHERN CROSS
CHOPPER
GROOVY SIXTIES FRISCO
CYCLE
1919 CLEVELAND CLASSIC
ISSUE 142
SEP/OCT 2015
FAT BOB
$10.95 inc.gst
AWARD-WINNING DYNA
POSTERS!
PLUS FOUR PULLOUT
NZ $11.95 inc.gst

PLUS SUPER SLEEK LAND SPEED SCOUT

HEAVY DUTY Magazine is Australia’s number one Harley-Davidson & V-Twin publication.
If you ride a v-twin, this magazine is a must have for you! Available in all good news agents or by subscription
at heavyduty.com.au, magshop.com.au/heavy-duty or by phone on 03 9317 5004.
HEAVY DUTY Magazine is also renowned for doing motorcycle tours to the USA!
In 2016 we are doing 15-day and 27-day tours to the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally in South Dakota USA –
the world’s biggest biker rally. Prices start from only $12,440 and include return airfares, bike hire, fuel,
accommodation, back up vehicle, travel insurance, national park entries, all transfers, cold drinks and great
snacks daily during rides, welcome dinner, accommodation right in Sturgis for the Rally week and to top it all
off be featured in HEAVY DUTY Magazine when the trip is over! It’s the best tour around. We’ve been taking
riders over for more than a decade. And with prices starting from $12,440, our tours are the best value around.
What are you waiting for!

The HEAVY DUTY 2015 Tour Group on another brilliant day’s ride with the
Grand Teton in Wyoming providing the perfect back drop. It could be you in the pic!
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26 YEARS OF ORGANISING TOURS

$8590 - 20 Days
$8990 - 20 Days
$8390 - 20 Days

$7490 - 19 Days
$6890 - 20 Days
$3990 - 16 Days

19th Golden Dragon Rally
30th September – 2nd October 2016
Tarnagulla Recreation Reserve
The tradition continues…..

Only $15 prepaid
($20 at the gate)

Bon fire and Bands Friday & Saturday nights
Badges for the first 200 & patches $5.00
Raffles and Awards-

www.centralvictoriaulyssesbranch.com
Prepaids to; Central Victoria Branch PO
Box 736 Bendigo Central PO 3552 Vic
OR
Direct payment to:
Account name- Central Victoria Ulysses
Group.
BSB: 633000 Acc: 107992083
Enter Ref: GDR plus your surname
Contacts: Tony 0409 411 557
Reg 03 5439 3611
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Catering and Liquor license by ‘Lions Club’
Amenities on site, w/showers
TV for AFL followers
NO GLASS & cars parked off camp sites.

TIMECAPSULE
CANBERRA BRANCH
(Est. 1986)

W

ith the Canberra Branch celebrating 30
years this year, we thought it time for a
Time Capsule – Canberra Branch story. The
inaugural meeting of the Canberra Branch of
the Ulysses Club was held on the 12 Feb 1986, and the new
Committee was formed; Peter Newark as the President,
Frank Wallace the Secretary / Treasurer, Alan Wicks the “VP/
Club Captain” and Barry Wiggins the Branch Historian.
Peter Newark, in an article about the Canberra Branch,
wrote “January 1987 saw the Branch up and running at full
steam. Two new members joined the Branch at the monthly
meeting, Keith Cowley who rode a Harley Davidson, this
was the first Harley rider to join the group, I have very fond
memories of looking in my rear view mirror to see the big
Harley lumbering on behind me as Keith like me preferred
to follow the pack. The other new member was Gerry
Hamstead who announced he rode a Norton, another new
bike to the club stable. However I did notice that later in
the year when I did a survey of members to determine what
type of bike members owned , Gerry answered with “One of

Each” this was not far from the truth as he had at that time a
large stable of Veteran and Vintage Motorcycles”.
The “Riding On” Issue No 17 December 1987 reported via
the “Presidents Letter” written by Tom Dudley who was the
then National President, that “The October Long Weekend
saw a good gathering of Ulyssians in Canberra for the Capital
Weekend hosted by Frank Wallace, Peter Newark and other
willing members of the Canberra Branch. Main base for the
weekend activities was the Canberra Motor Village, which
provided excellent accommodation at all levels, from first
class motel rooms through to De-lux Vans, and camping
sites. A barbecue was arranged for the Saturday evening,
giving a great opportunity for members to get together and
enjoy the company of other fellow Ulyssians. Frank informs
me that 128 people attended the meal. 1 did not count them
but next day I felt that I had had a drink with each and every
one of them. Reports from the Canberra members on the
weekend activities are included in the Branch News section
of this RIDING ON, so I will now pass on to the formal part
of the weekend which was of course, the Special General
Meeting….……….Finishing on a happier note, I would like
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to congratulate the Canberra members on the organisation
and work they put in to make a very successful weekend.
With this experience under their belts, and the facilities
available in Canberra, they will probably be looking to host a
A.G.M. in the future.
Tom was right – in 2005 the AGM Event was held in
Canberra and we hosted 1 shy of 5000 members! The
Canberra community was supportive of the event, and
members took advantage of the opportunity to visit the
national attractions and the lovely countryside around the
ACT. Unfortunately the event ran foul of the local 1% club,
and following a meeting with them where their issues were
discussed, the Ulysses Club instituted the first ever “Rule” –
members are not to wear Rockers.
In 1988, it was noted that “Since its inaugural meeting on
12th February 1986, attended by 8 members, the Branch has
now grown rapidly with a present membership of 62, drawn
from Canberra and areas such as Cowra, Cooma and Anglers
Reach on Lake Eucumbene
Calendars for the coming months and copies of an excellent
newsletter “Riding On Too” are distributed at these meetings
cutting down on postage, with members not in attendance
receiving their copies through the post.
1987 has been a busy year for the Branch with weekend runs
proving very popular, some of the more successful being
to Old Adaminaby, AGM Narrandera, Bristol Point/Jervis
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Bay, Bribbaree, Narooma, Araluen, Talbingo and Ulladulla.
On several of these weekends the Canberra Branch and the
South Coast Warriors have joined forces and the growing
camaraderie that exists between these branches is surely
what the Ulysses Club is all about.
Perhaps the most successful venture attempted by the
Branch was the “Capital Weekend” held on 4/5/6th October,
when about 100 Ulyssians spent the long weekend in
Canberra. The fact that a Special General Meeting was held
on this weekend no doubt contributed to its success, but
the sale of 90 bottles of commemorative port may also have
helped”!
In 1989, it was reported that “Canberra Branch members

have continued to answer the call of the mountains. On the
weekend of March 18/19/20 (Canberra Day long weekend)
a number of our group set off for a ride “over the top” to
Bright, in northern Victoria. We thank the Melbourne Branch
for their organisation of this weekend, and for inviting us
to join them. Our first stop was scheduled for Adaminaby,
where we met Frank and Nancy Wallace, who had ridden to
Anglers Reach (near Adaminaby) the previous day, and Stan
and Marj Dingledi. The excitement of the day was provided
by Werner and Leo, both of whom were seen having a
conversation with the local police on the approaches to
Cooma. This somewhat delayed their arrival at Adaminaby,
and when they finally turned up, they told the sad tale of
each having been requested to contribute $120 to the NSW
Treasury for the privilege of exceeding 100 kph”.
In 2009 the LNCIAO or “Let’s not call it an Odyssey” was
held in Jindabyne, and this event saw members from
Victoria, Canberra and the South Coast attend for the
Australia Day long weekend.
Members aligned to the Canberra Branch regularly
participate in the Memorial Day rides to Cordeaux Dam.
Weekly rides and weekends away cover almost all of NSW,
although particular mention must be made of weekends in
Lakes Entrance, The Rock, Temora Airshow, Sussex Inlet,
Moree as well as the annual Christmas in July get away –
generally not too far from Canberra, held as it is during the
coldest time of year!

We were invited many years ago to ride to and participate
in the Temora ANZAC Day march, supporting the local
veterans, and we have done that proudly every year since.
We ride slowly at the end of the march, and lay a wreath in
remembrance of those who have served our country. The
opportunity to participate in this ride and show respect to
the veterans of various conflicts is a matter of pride to the
Branch taken seriously and gladly.
The Canberra Branch has for many years supported the
Snowy Southcare Hydro Rescue Helicopter service, and
actively participated in the Toy and Blanket Runs – in fact
for many years the Canberra Branch won the most riders
in attendance award at the Toy Run. The chance to dress
up while donating toys and goods to the community is
irresistible to most Ulysses Club members!
The Branch has donated funds to the Ulysses Club Arthritis
Research Fund from money raised from the BBQ ‘s held at
one of the local motorcycle showrooms.
Canberra Branch members are enthusiastic supports of AGM
events, with many taking the opportunity to camp on site
where all things that happen in camp will stay in camp!
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n the 30th of December about 25 members
of the Yarra Ranges Branch of the Ulysses
Club set off on the annual New Year’s Eve
ride, setting off from the car park at the
Brunch Café in Kilsyth at 8.30am. We wormed our
way through the suburbs of Croydon and Warrandyte
up to Whittlesea. After traversing some wonderful
roads out to the back of the Macedon Ranges, we
called in at the bakery in Woodend for morning tea.
The temperature had been steadily rising all morning
and by the time we hit Woodend it was getting hot.
We then wound our way up through Daylesford and
Ballarat to make Creswick for lunch at the American
Hotel. Here we found a nice cool drink and a fabulous
lunch. The service was as good as the food. We
managed to squeeze most of the bikes into the very
few pockets of shade available in the vain hope that
it might provide a cooler start. (it didn’t help). After
lunch we rode on to our destination for the night,
Colac. Most were looking forward to the pool at the
motel. For one couple it was not to be, because of a flat
rear tyre on the Goldwing about 40km out of Colac.
There was unfortunately no luck with getting the
tyre repaired and pumped up and it fell to RACV
Total Care to come to the rescue. Just as well as the
rider and his trusty pillion were sitting around in the
heat and ran out of water. The bike was despatched
back to Melbourne for an emergency repair by RPM
Motorcycle Repairs and Service. RPM were actually
shut for the holidays but they agreed to help and fitted
a new tyre and valve in no time, late in the day. In
the meantime, the Tail End Charlie for the ride (me)
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carried on to pick up the long suffering corner markers. We caught up with the main group at Beeac
where they had stopped to cool off and wait for the TEC and corner markers. Once cooled off by a
few welcome icy poles and bottles of water we continued on to Colac. The pool and the bottle shop
beckoned and both were popular. Dinner was at the Colac RSL and we all appreciated the walk
home in the much cooler air.
Day 2
We got an early start and trecked off to Lavers Hill for breakfast. We were well away from the bush
fire zone. It was fairly cool going through the Otways, but it soon warmed up. And the further we
got down the Great Ocean Road, the hotter it got. Because of the late breakfast, we went straight on
to Portland for lunch. We parked down by the waterfront under what few shady trees we could find.
Most walked up the hill to the main road and raced into the Waterfront Restaurant (because it was
closest and cool). The food was great and the drinks cold. After lunch we saddled up once more
and the aim was to get to Mt. Gambier as early as possible. The mercury was touching 40oC and it
was not looking pleasant. One bit of good news was that the couple who had gone home to get their
tyre fixed, had set off early and caught up with us at Portland for lunch. They did a few hard km’s
to catch up – but they pulled it off. Following close to the coast, we stopped at Nelson for a rest in
the shade of a services station awning, consuming whatever ice creams and cold drinks we could
get our hands on. But while we were there a cool breeze came through and the temperature dropped
about 10 degrees. So the last 30km into Mt Gambier were a lot more agreeable. We stopped at the
Arkana Motel, our home for 2 nights. The supermarket was in easy reach for breakfast supplies and
nibbles and the bottle shop only a short ride. For our New Year’s Eve dinner we were booked into
the Mount Gambier Hotel and we were joined by about 20 members of the Limestone Coast Branch,
including the Ulysses Club national president, Helena Gritton and husband Dave. The meals were
magnificent and the drinks refreshing. After dinner, most of us wandered down to the main park to
watch the 9.30pm fireworks. Then it was back to the rooms for some more intimate celebrations.
The wine, beer and cider was flowing and we then celebrated New Year twice, once on Victorian
time and once on South Australian time. We couldn’t decide which clock to follow, so we did them
both.
Day 3
A quiet start to the day with a few heavy heads. At around 11.00am members of the Limestone
Coast branch called in to pick us up and take us to our designated meeting spot for a ride to Port
McConnell for a seafood lunch.
On this day the weather was almost cold and the wind sharp and strong, straight off the sea. We
took the back roads to go to Port McConnell, mainly on roads that have not long been sealed and
it was a very pretty ride. A bit of light rain set in, but after 2 days of 40oC or more it was very
welcome. Lunch was at Perriwinkles and we squeezed about 50 or so people in. Luckily we had
booked, otherwise we would not have got in. The service was fantastic and the seafood brilliant. We
were fortunate on the day as Helena and Dave were able to join us, although Helena took a slightly
shorter route to get there. Helena was on her bike for the first time in a little while, trying to get her
confidence back after her big accident a couple of years ago.

“Lunch was at
Perriwinkles and we
squeezed about 50 or so
people in. Luckily we had
booked, otherwise we
would not have got in.
The service was fantastic
and the seafood brilliant.
“
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The ride back to Mt Gambier was less formal, but the LSC Branch president, Gerry, took us back the more direct
way, past the Blue Lake. Back at the motel we said our farewells to Gerry and a few other LSC members and
many pleasantries were exchanged with promises to do it all again. After consuming pre-dinner drinks (to use
up what we had in various fridges) most of us went to the RSL for dinner.
Day 4
We got up early and about 8.30 we set off for our next stop at Stawell. The ride was quite chilly in places with
a few drops of rain here and there. Morning tea was supposed to be at Hamilton, but a Lions roadside stop at
Coleraine offering free coffee seemed a better idea. We made the requisite gold coin donation and bought pieces
of fruitcake and biscuits to support the volunteers dishing out the coffee and tea. So Hamilton became a petrol
stop only for some of the smaller bikes. The weather remained cool and uncertain until we got to Dunkeld. Here
it started to warm up quite dramatically and by the time we hit Halls Gap it was quite warm yet again. We had
a pre-arranged BBQ lunch at the Brambuk Cultural Centre and some time to relax and take in the scenery. After
lunch we moved through a very busy Halls Gap to Stawell and the Diamond House Motel. This is a very
quaint place, with a very historic building dating back to the 1850’s which houses
the motel reception, the restaurant, bar and kitchen. There are only 10
rooms which can only be described as basic and cosy. Some riders had
to go to alternative lodgings. After a few visits to the local bottle shop and
supermarket we were ready to settle in for a gathering in the courtyard using
chairs borrowed from the rooms. For dinner we placed a big order of pizzas
and other bits and pieces from the local pizza house. Soon it was too dark to
mingle and we all retired for the night.

Day 5
The morning was bright and clear early, but changed
fairly quickly and thunderstorms rolled in along with
some heavy rain for a couple of hours. So instead of
hitting the road on some local tours, most ended up
doing a walk into the township of Stawell, raincoats
at the ready. Being Sunday, there wasn’t much
open but the bakery did well selling lunches and
big “snot blocks” reputed to be the best in Victoria.
Unfortunately most of us have had better. After lunch
the skies cleared and the group scattered to fill in
the rest of the day. A few went riding around the
wonderful Grampians and some to the Halls Gap Zoo.
Late in the afternoon we all gathered in the courtyard
once more for pre-dinner drinks. Dinner that night
was in the Diamond House restaurant. Our group plus
visitors from the Grampians Branch of the Ulysses
Club had a great meal. Many a tale, tall or true were
told and it was a hilarious night. The food was great
and can be recommended to anyone that wants to give
it a try. Our host Dave and his staff did a marvellous
job looking after this unruly bunch of oldies. The place
is rather unique and has a bit of a Faulty Towers feel
about it.
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Day 6
The last day and time to turn for home. We left about
9.00am and made our way North out of town towards
Clunes for morning tea, traversing a few quiet country
roads on the way. Steve had an unfortunate coming
together with a wallaby or small kangaroo. No damage
to the bike but the unlucky roo had to be put down as it
had some significant injuries including a broken leg.
After morning tea, the group split up. Some of us chose
to hit the highway to get home as quick as possible.
The remainder continued on via the back roads,
retracing the original passage away from Melbourne via
Warrandyte. The freeway group got home OK with no
rain. The other group, ably led home by Bob hit some
rain and got a bit wet.

The trip overall was a great success – as usual.
Something for everyone and always some
entertainment. Many thanks to Bob and Kathy for
putting together another great trip. Now we need to look
forward to next year.
Henry Rokx
#28636 DM#45

The End
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Nov 25-Dec 14 2015

I

magine the excitement when you hear your name
called at the Ulysses Club AGM final night dinner
as the winner of the Ferris Wheels ( now “World on
Wheels “- WOW) Tacos ‘n Tequila tour of 20 days
through Mexico, Guatemala and Belize!

Our planning involved nominating which model BMW we
would choose. We went to the nearest BMW dealership and
sat on the different models to see which one suited us best.
My husband, Richard, would be riding and I would be a
pillion for the trip.
Being “2 up” we needed to have enough power, but being
“vertically challenged” I needed to be comfortable on the
pillion seat and make sure that the exhaust or large fuel tank
filler cap was not a problem. We found that the R 1200GS
was the most comfortable for my short legs.
Packing
was easy
thanks
to Mike
and
Denise’s
detailed

information and advice via emails. Most of the other riders
had been on other Ferris Motorcycle Safaris but we had
never been on an overseas motorcycle trip.
Our tour started with a rendezvous at Teotihuacan, 52 Km
from Mexico City and close to our first “touristy thing”. We
had our first group “meet and greet” dinner. It was a magic
evening where we ate in an open air pavilion where our
hosts started by making a special chilli paste using the local
delicacy of dried worms from the agave plant in their garden.
We certainly enjoyed trying the tacos and tequila!
Next morning, we went by bus to the spectacular Sun
and Moon Pyramids. We were allowed to climb the Sun
Pyramid for great views of Mexico City and it was hot, hard
work to get to the top, (especially for those with jet lag and
still adapting to the altitude) but well worth it. Our guide
enthusiastically supplied lots of historical information about
this famous archaeological site.
After lunch, we were assigned our bikes. The luggage was
loaded into the van and we set out, supposedly avoiding
crazy traffic by circling Mexico City rather than travelling
through it, to get to Toluca. It didn’t work. We even took
some toll roads but the traffic was still very challenging. This
was a tough initiation with riders new to their bikes, riding
on the other side of the road and still unable to recognise
each other when corner marking.
Riding through Mexico on subsequent days we had some
fantastic roads and lovely rides through mountains. There
were some long, hot days on the bike, unexpected street
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parades, dogs in the streets hovering for leftover lunch
scraps and friendly locals admiring the bikes. Each
evening, the experiences of the day were shared over a
meal and a cold cerveza (or in my case a pina colada, as
white wine was often not available). The recuperative
powers of a nice shower and a cool drink should never be
underestimated!
The Mexican main roads were marked with the distance
to the next major town painted on the road every
kilometre. The speed signs, however, seemed completely
random, ranging from 30Km/hr to 110Km/hr. No-one
appeared to take any notice of any of these. What did have
an impact were the speed humps, called Topes, Reductors
or Tumulos. Every small or large settlement had some at
each end of the town and in other unpredictable places and
they were really effective at slowing down all traffic. They
could not be ignored and kept riders, and pillions, very alert
at all times. Sometimes a shadow across the road would
be enough to get you to slow down as it could have been a
home-made lethal speed hump.
We certainly never blended in with the locals as we were the
only ones wearing helmets, let alone other protective riding
gear. There were lots of local bikes, mostly 250cc or less.
Guatemala was really fascinating, however our time there
was reduced by bureaucratic paperwork at the border that
took more than seven hours to process our entire group.
This meant travelling in the dark into Huehuetenango, so we
didn’t get to appreciate this part of the countryside. Next

“WE CERTAINLY NEVER
BLENDED IN WITH THE
LOCALS AS WE WERE THE
ONLY ONES WEARING
HELMETS, LET ALONE OTHER
PROTECTIVE RIDING GEAR.
THERE WERE LOTS OF LOCAL
BIKES, MOSTLY 250CC OR
LESS.”

morning, after visiting some more ancient ruined pyramids,
we headed off towards Coban. What a memorable journey
this was! Refuelling at morning tea break was by siphoning.
We rode through really beautiful mountains with fabulous
views along the winding road and passed women wearing
traditional dress. Lunch was enhanced by enterprising
small boys, who were delighted to have so many customers
needing their boots to be shined. The ride finished with a 40
Km stretch of bumpy, pot-holed gravel where we rarely got
above 20Km/hr. More like a path than a road. Then it started
to rain, but at least it wasn’t cold. We were very happy to
have bitumen again for the last stretch into Coban.
The scenery during our trip varied enormously. We had
beautiful rides along coastlines and on the Pacific Ocean
side we stayed at Ixtapa, Acapulco and Puerto Escondido.
Our evening in Acapulco included a trip to watch the
famous cliff divers. They were amazing, especially as they
were diving at night into water after having to swim across
RIDING ON
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I didn’t realise how many pyramids there are throughout
Mexico. The most famous ones were at Chichen Itza, which
is now a World Heritage Site reclaimed from the encroaching
tropical growth. Here, the largest pyramid and ball game
court were designed with special acoustics. We were able to
go back in the evening for a sound and light show that was
projected onto the side of the pyramid and which explained
some of the Mayan customs.
One of my favourite things about Mexico was the old
cities like San Cristobal and Oaxaca that were built after
the Spaniards arrived in the 16th century. Cathedrals,
restaurants and other grand buildings were arranged around
a central town square along with statues, seats, fountains, old
spreading trees and gardens. The square became a meeting
place, market and venue for buskers. Narrow one–way
cobblestone streets would lead to this town centre.

“ONE OF MY FAVOURITE THINGS ABOUT
MEXICO WAS THE OLD CITIES LIKE SAN
CRISTOBAL AND OAXACA THAT WERE
BUILT AFTER THE SPANIARDS ARRIVED IN
THE 16TH CENTURY. CATHEDRALS..”

On the Gulf of Mexico coast we had a rest day in the
beautiful old walled city of Campeche. The city was
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favoured by pirates in previous centuries and had lots of
brightly painted old buildings that opened directly onto
cobblestone streets. Our hotel was built in this typical style,
with the rooms surrounding a peaceful inner courtyard. Our
lunch on the way was on the beach under straw huts beside
coconut palms.
On the Caribbean side, another rest day in Belize saw us
take a boat ride across to the island of San Pedro. It was just
as you imagine a Caribbean island to be. Lunch was in an
open air bar, with exotic cocktails overlooking sparkling blue
water. Some of us went swimming while others just soaked
up the atmosphere. Belize has the second largest coral reef in
the world (our Barrier Reef is the biggest)
Our trip finished in Puerto Morelos, about 40Km from
Cancun. Puerto Morelos still retains the lazy, laid-back
holiday feel of a beachside town and we all preferred this
to Cancun, which was wall-to-wall, huge upmarket hotel or
apartment complexes. All of these buildings claimed their
section of private beach and blocked any view of the beach
until we were a few kilometres from the centre of town.
Scrabble players would love it if Mexican place names were
allowed as they would have plenty of chances to use “z” or
“x”. Overall, we did 4500 Km over the 20 days, with three
rest days included. Our group ranged in age from 18 to 82,
with both male and female riders, as well as male and female
pillions, so a Ferris Motorcycle Safari is an option for anyone
who loves motorcycling and has a spirit of adventure.
Kim Bouchier #65082

0 0 2 1 + years

(formerly Ferris Wheels Safaris)

Tacos & Tequila
Life is a

20 days: Mexico,
Guatemala, Belize

daring adventure or nothing at all

There’s no match for an ALLBADGES patch
ALLBADGES put everyone on the same team. From events like tours and rallies to sporting clubs, social groups,
schools, government or security, give your team an instantly recognisable look.
ALLBADGES design and make a huge selection of custom:
• embroidered cloth patches

• enamel metal badges

• epaulettes, plastic name tags & more

Take advantage of ALLBADGES cost-effective choices. Watch as others identify your brand & awareness grows.
Discover the renowned ALLBADGES attention to detail and customer care, including your own personal contact.
When you choose ALLBADGES, you’ll enjoy the highest quality materials ... and workmanship. That’s guaranteed!
Call or email ALLBADGES today. We beat any Australian-made quote.

1800-773-321

•

07-3822-7540

•

www.allbadges.com.au

•

enquiries@allbadges.com.au
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By Gregg Faulkner

I

n late 2012, after riding my old faithful Honda TransAlp 650 v-twin for 10 years, I felt the urge to upgrade
my ride. In part this was also stimulated by riding
a lot with mates who had BMW 1200GS machines
that left my 650 struggling to keep up.

I had heard about Honda’s development of a Cross-Tourer
derived from the well-proven VFR1200 road bike, and the
VFR1200X sounded pretty exciting. I was also intrigued
by Yamaha’s entrant in the 1200cc cross-touring stakes –
the Super Tenere. Having owned an early Tenere many
years ago, I still had fond memories.
In the event, I had a couple of test rides of the Super
Tenere, which impressed me without causing a “’must
have” reaction. And then I test rode the VFR1200X. Holy
Mackerel! Here was a machine that filled me with a
mixture of awe, fear and exhilaration. Frighteningly quick
(at least, for a guy used to a 650 twin) but smooth as silk
and impeccably well mannered. Within a couple of hours
I knew I had to own this machine.
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For the next 3 months or so I slowly grew into the VFR. It
quickly became obvious that it was me who had to change
if I was going to come to terms with this machine that I
immediately nicknamed “The Thug”.
My balance of fear vs pleasure gradually changed from
90/10 to a more acceptable 30/70 or so. This is a bike that
absolutely demands respect and attention. Its performance
is enormous and in disrespectful hands it can be lethal.
In a straight line you can certainly mix it with the serious
sports machines (helped, of course, by the multi-purpose
gearing), and the brakes leave nothing to be desired,
but trying to corner with sports machines is a recipe for
disaster. The extra height and weight of this beast rules
out cornering heroics.
That’s not to say the VFR is slow. Not a bit of it, but if
you want to live to enjoy another days riding it is vital
to remember that your CG is much higher and your
geometry not optimised for staying with the peg-dragging
brigade through the twisties.
If that feels a bit depressing, be cheered by the thought
that the rest of the cross-touring brigade, especially the GS
Beemers are still wondering which way you went. Even

the Super Tenere has no hope of keeping up with the
grunt of the Honda 1237cc V-4. But speed is not the whole
story.
The VFR1200X is finished to Honda’s usual impeccable
standards. Everything fits together perfectly and every
component just works the way it should. I had the
pleasure of taking The Thug for a long rambling road trip
through central NSW to Warrnambool and then through
the Great Ocean Road to Torquay. After ferrying across to
Sorrento, we proceeded to Lakes Entrance and then up the
Monaro Highway to Canberra.
The Monaro Highway is hog-heaven for the VFR. Long
climbs and wide sweeping curves are manna from
heaven for this mile-eater. The seating position is very
comfortable and the big, accommodating seat cushion and
long-throw suspension make the ride super smooth. The
enormous power and torque of the big V4 makes a joke of
hills and winding climbs. The ride is absolutely effortless.
Of course I was tempted to see what the big beast could
do. Let’s just say that my awareness of the force of air on
the big touring windshield caused me to back off well
before the bike approached its limit. As Rolls Royce say,
“adequate!”.
On the way home we included a run through the Putty
Road – very easily handled by the VFR. Together with my
fairly frequent runs up the Oxley Highway to Ginger’s,
this means The Thug has experienced three of Australia’s
premier motorcycling roads and all have shown the class
of this beautiful machine.
Back at home, and commuting around town, the VFR
is a handful at crawling speed. It is when stop-starting
in traffic, or manoeuvring in a loose gravel-covered car

park that the bike becomes VERY demanding. This is
a big, tall, heavy machine and it is very easy to put it
down by getting off balance on a loose surface. Bloody
embarrassing! Especially if I have to call for help to stand
it up again (more a reflection of my 66 year-old body than
the bike).
In the same way that I gave up recreational flying a couple
of years ago, after 50 years of piloting many different
types of aircraft, I know that my riding future is limited.
But when I choose to walk away from this exhilarating,
demanding and dangerous pastime I will leave with the
sweetest of memories – of riding The Thug and feeling
one with this beautiful beast.
“The Thug” is my 2013 Honda VFR1200X CrossTourer,
equipped with a 1237cc V4 engine. 6=speed manual
gearbox, massive triple disk brakes with electronic
anti-lock and selectable electronic traction control (very
useful!).

Gregg Faulkner
#38183

“I will leave with the
sweetest of memories
– of riding The Thug and
feeling one with this
beautiful beast.”
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image sourced: bikeroundoz.com
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1983
WRITTEN BY ALAN FLORES
I went to the motorcycle club’s social night last night. I met
some very interesting people. There was Denis, a council
labourer who had been riding since he was fourteen. Denis
had a new Triumph and had paid $4,000 for it. By the look
of Denis’s clothes he obviously spent more on his bikes
than himself. Riding without goggles for many years was
reflected in his poor eyesight and weathered look.
Denis told of a story when living in Queensland and
bought a second hand Triumph Bonneville in Brisbane
and headed north for a holiday. He came to a very small
inland town near Townsville and stopped for petrol. One
of the locals came over to him as he got off his bike and
had never seen a motorbike before. He was so taken by his
Bonnie that he offered to buy it off him then and there for
a lot more than he had paid for it only two weeks before.
He agreed and took the bus back to Townsville then a plane
back to Brisbane then another bus back to the motorcycle
dealer who sold him the bike He immediately bought a
brand new Triumph Bonneville with his new found wealth
and this time headed to Sydney.
Denis had always owned Triumphs and occasionally had
them share his garage with Japanese bikes. In Sydney he
bought a Kawasaki 900 with a top speed of 180k which
was fast for those days. He complained that on his way to
work on the back roads the bike would get a bit of a wobble
above 160k and made it hard to lay it into the corners.
Denis had had a few accidents. His face was not a result of
boxing but falling off his bike. Denis was still in his thirties
and still rode endures. He assured me he was very fit and
practiced endure riding twice a week and raced most
weekends although he is thinking of giving it up soon.
The other fascinating member was George. who had just
bought a Goldwing. Some years ago he and his wife went

to the Alpine rally and on the way felt compelled to join
his friends for a light ale at the local pub and warm their
fingers and other parts of their anatomy. The rally is held in
the middle of winter and it does snow in the alps.
After the sun went down George and his fellow drinkers
decided it was time they found the rally site. They left the
pub and began to climb the steep road to the summit of
the Brindabellas and at an intersection called “Picadilly
Circus” which was gravel. There was a considerable
amount of snow on the road. As most of the bikes were not
tourers they could not see their way, so George who had
more light s on his bike than an interstate truck lit up the
way. By the time everyone had ridden up the hill, Georges
battery was dead and his bike would not start. Alone with
his bike and his wife, they waited on the frozen road and
soon he saw a light. It was another rider on a BMW with
his wife on the back. They had taken the wrong turning
and so were also running late. His bike had a few mishaps
along the way and his back mudguard was strapped to his
fairing, his handlebars were bent as he had dropped the
bike in the snow no less than seven times in the last three
kilometres. His saviour and George’s wife gave his bike
a push and clutch started it. Eventually they found the
campsite and George and his wife remember little about
the evening. Their hangovers were bad and their toes were
freezing. A empty bottle of brandy had revealed what they
had for dinner and having trouble getting into their double
sleeping bag. They slept with stockinged feet out of the tent
all night.

GOT A STORY TO TELL?
EMAIL THE EDITOR
AT RIDINGON@ULYSSES.ORG.AU
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Before
Central
Coast Riders
I

f you were a Ulyssian from the Central Coast area prior
to 1996 you would probably be travelling to Morisset to
attend the meetings by the Newcastle/Central Coast group.
This group was led mainly by Cliff and Ingrid Pallister who
did a great job for all the members from both areas. Since
there were no groups between Hornsby and Newcastle in
the 1990’s so a considerable distance had to be travelled by
members in order to have contact with fellow Ulyssians.

Our Beginning
Early in 1996 it became evident that consideration should be
given to starting a separate group based on the Central Coast.
After the Tasmanian AGM some of our members returned
with the idea that we should do something about getting a
new group started here.
A BBQ was held at Don and Lorraine Sherwood’s property
at Terrigal where it was decided to contact as many of the
local members as we could so that a meeting could be held
to get the group started. We did this by searching through the
members register and allocating a list names etc. to ourselves.
These people were contacted and invited to attend a meeting
to be held at the Bateau Hotel.
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From memory about 70 people turned up for that meeting.
Among them was the then National President Mr Gary
Vandersluis and Ex Natcom committee member June
Beaton. The proposal to start the new group was very
well accepted and supported and I think it was almost a
unanimous decision to go ahead with formation of the new
group.
On that day our very first committee was elected so work
for them was about to start. They were; Ron Beverley
(president) Ian Hoye (secretary) Brian Belamy (treasurer)
George Lisence, Don Sherwood, Norm Vidler, Lee Hilliard
as committee members.
Our social meetings were to be held at Erina Football Club
on the 4th Saturday of each month. The departure point for
our rides would be at Macca’s west Gosford with rides being
held on the 2nd and 4th Sunday of each month. We agreed
that the name for our new group would be The Central
Coast Riders. Our branch was born.

Our First Ride
The report for our maiden ride as it is referred to in the
September 1996 issue of ‘Riding On ‘written by committee
member Lee Hilliard was to Patonga, it was a bonzer day in
May and was well attended by existing and new members.
It would have been the 2nd or 4th Sunday of the month,
those were the ride days that had been selected at our first
meetings held at Bateau Bay Pub, can’t remember which
although I would think that it would have been the 2nd
Sunday. There is also a photo of some of the group but not
everybody who attended the ride appeared in it.
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Somewhere deep in my memory a tiny light is flickering
something about a good fish n chip shop. If I recall
correctly the picture was taken just across the road. If you
can recognise yourself in the photo perhaps you should
reintroduce yourself to us. Anyway I’m sure it would have
been an enjoyable day. Also appearing in that report was
our ride calendar, get a Sept 1996 copy and check it out.
Finally, Lee if you read this many thanks for all those words.

Us Almost 20 years later
I think the Branch as we know it now has fulfilled its
purpose over the years and has provided the environment
as ole No.1 [Steven Dearnley] intended for people with
motorcycles and socialising as an interest. His recipe really
works and needs no change I think.
Our branch is still very fortunate to have June and John
Beaton attending and supporting us. They are among the
very first Ulyssians John’s Number being 49. June with her
Natcom experience has been a great source of information
over the years for us especially in the early years of the
branch. Cheers June hats off to you and many thanks.
Over the years the branch has participated in many of the
usual activities like Toy runs, charity rides, Fund raising for
the local community, supporting other organisations like
camp break away. At the same time we have followed the
Ulysses Club aims to provide the opportunity for members
and their families to enjoy and develop an interest in
motorcycling and the camaraderie etc.

Some Recollections
A group of riders have been camping on the south coast NSW, the camping is packed into the trailers and the long journey
home has just started. One of the group has his bike ready to go, the pillion is on seat rider is seated as well, the bike is still
on its centre stand and the rider is rocking back and forth trying to get the bike off the stand when the ride leader calls over
the CB radio to the rider “are you coming”? A female who is watching the attempt to get off the stand replies “he will if he
keeps doing what he’s doing’.
A new member declares that he is very accomplished rider and asks if it’s okay to overtake the bike in front of him. He
is advised that he can but must do it safely but do not overtake the ride leader. The ride starts and follows some pretty
challenging roads i.e. a good bike road. Some of us had been playing on the windy road and had reached our destination
safely and smiling and savouring the experience. No one had seen the new rider but after a short time he arrived and was
asked how he had enjoyed the ride. His response was that he thought that we were some kind of maniacs; needless to say he
didn’t attend anymore outings. Perhaps we were just too disgraceful on the day.
20th Anniversary Celebrations;
To mark this epic milestone a celebration will be held on the 21st May 2016 and all members present and especially those
who were around when we started way back when, are invited to come along and re-tell some great stories from the early
years. You can contact the current president Tony Sinclair 0408 685 722 or the current Secretary Michelle Canham 0413 721
174 for further information about the event.
Hopefully the Central Coast Riders Branch can continue well into the future. So go out there and enjoy those roads and bikes
and the company of likeminded people that ride motor bikes and above all be safe and stay upright.
We look forward to catching up with old friends and making new ones.
Ron Beverley #3593
(First Central Coast Riders President).
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Joey

Boomer

The Joey is quick & easy 60 second setup with
a queen size bed. The Boomer is easy to setup,
with both annexes it is a roomy 5830mm x
3300mm and very comfortable, light weight.
Made for motorbikes or small cars.
Many extra options available.

Phone Ray 0429 890 830
email acrossozcampers@telstra.com
www.acrossozcampers.com

ULYSSES SPECIAL*
Guided Motorcycle Tour Fees
REDUCED up to $500 per person
Since 2002 we’ve hosted riders from all over the world. Recently,
the strength of the American Dollar has made Holidays in
the US more costly.
We’re out to make it
easier for our Ulysses
friends from down under
to take their dream ride
in 2016!

RIDE FOR
LONGER

NATURAL
COMFORT

HAND-MADE
IN AUSTRALIA
•Custom-fitguaranteed
* Mention Ulysses when you book
Best of the West or Sturgis Bike
Week and save $200 more per bike
Ulysses savings on self-guided tours is also available

Great American Touring

www.gamct.com
800.727.3390
0011.1.440.349.1201 Int’l
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•Promptmailorderservice
•Warminwinter,coolinsummer
•Water-proofcoversavailable

49QueenStreetBerryNSW2535
Ph0244642081Fax0244643344
info@goodwool.com.au
Memberdiscountsavailable

best va
lue
tourist
attracti
on
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Women Of Ulysses
Alison Rowe #18496
Hi, Buzz here. I always loved the idea of motor cycles. When
21 years of age in Melbourne, I had to buy an economical
Honda 50cc Stepthru to get to my Nursing employment. I
was saving for my planned overseas trip; I had 3 jobs every
day,(18 hrs at work) 7 days a week, 18 for 18 months. The
only incidents that happened whilst riding this 50 cc
scooter, were being knocked off off on my left side, twice, by
cars doing left hand road turns, & not seeing me. Both times
were witnessed, & luckily I wasn’t hurt. I also had a rear
blowout 1 night , & managed NOT to hit an oncoming car
on my right. The next exciting bike experience was being
a pillion on a Large cc Moto-Guzzi , going up the track to Mt
Vesuvius volcano , near Naples in Italy. That’s when I learnt it was necessary
to cover the kneecaps with plastic or anything, to prevent the cold air from freezing inside the
knee joints.I really couldn’t stand up when I got off the bike!
In Perth, WA, I bought a Honda 50 cc Express, just for riding to work in South Perth if my car was out of action.
This never happened, but the little scooter was used a lot to encourage other ladies to ride.Only 2 photos,but more
did learn. Once they mastered the art of balancing, & of stopping & starting, they were confident enough to go to
a larger bike. I separated from my husband in 1980, & had no partner for many years.I was looking for a really
interesting hobby to satisfy my mid-life crisis. Then, in 1999, I met Darryl Rowe, a Ducatisti, (who owned about 18
Ducatis,(some in pieces)).
After being pillion on his F1 Ducati 750 race bike to Beverly & back, I
decided I wanted to be a rider myself. 1 photo Hence I bought the Ducati
Monster Dark, 600cc model, that I still have.photo
taken the day of delivery.
Darryl was an excellent
teacher, & I soon received my
600 cc licence. My 1st priority
was having it sprayed all over
in Ducati Yellow!!!!& fitting a
Moto-Guzzi Le Mans screen.
The best thing I ever did was
to join the Perth Ulysses at the
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Raffles Hotel; I was on L plates, & member no 18,496. The
1st reason why I think Ulysses is great.-----It enabled me to
ride my bike Not long after my marriage broke up in 1980,
I was treated for Depression , resulting from a traumatic
event at age 21. Many members may not know, but I have
been fighting THE BLACK DOG for 34 years now.2 photos
regularly with like minded people, who helped me learn &
enjoy it.
2nd reason;
Having 2 young children to nurture, & no family in Perth,
the ULYSSES club became my saviour. Without a partner, &
even with one, Depression weighs very heavily on the soul.
I can say, that getting to “know” all you different members
& friends over the years, I feel like I belong to a very large
family, with lots of brothers & sisters.We have helped each

other in many ways over the years. The friendship, support,
happy & healthy club rides & activities , etc , have helped
me majorly in managing my depression. Enough of that! On
a Bunbury branch run , where most of us tested our bike
speeds on Dorothy Rd down south, I thought I was having a
mild heart attack! The wind pushing back on my chest was
horrible.I immediately organised a tall & wide screen from
Eagle Screens.” What a difference a (day)Screen makes”.NB.
New large screen next photo. Our member Bill often talks
about his beautiful nieces at the bike-tracks, but I can show a
photo of my 2 GENUINE grandaughters liking motor cycles,
& actually touching them!
Ulysses members will come & go, But the Ulysses club will
be here forever. Thank You ULYSSES for enhancing my life.
BUZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
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Alan & Lyn’s trip to
Europe in 2015
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I

t all started at the Ulysses AGM in Alice Springs in 2014.
While wandering through the Trade stands we saw a lovely
young lady handing out brochures and information from
Adriatic Moto Tours. They offer a number of rides around
various parts of Europe. We took a brochure and studied it
a bit closer when we returned home.

We chose to do a shorter tour, this being our first time, and
not knowing what to expect. We went ahead and booked the
Adriatic Riviera Tour departing Ljubljana on 29th August,
2015. This Company is extremely well organised and we could
not fault anything about our experience with them. We had a
couple of days of 39 degree temperatures, which wasn’t the most
pleasant but you can’t blame anyone for that - even the locals
were astounded by the heat. They limit the number of riders/
pillions on each tour and we were lucky enough to strike a great
bunch of people in our group. All riders had similar riding skills
and we didn’t encounter any trouble at all. Accommodation was
well arranged and our bags were picked up and delivered each
day by the support vehicle driver. Our trip started at Ljubljana,
capital of Slovenia and went south into Croatia and down to
Dubrovnik which is on the coast of the Adriatic Sea. A ferry trip
took us across to Hvar Island where we stayed for 2 nights in
Hvar with a day to rest after the heat we had experienced. We
travelled back onto the mainland at Split, then headed north and
boarded another ferry, this time to Pag Island. We then boarded
a ferry back to the mainland and rode to Ljubljana to finish the
tour.
Well, that was just the beginning. Why fly all the way to Europe
for just a 9 day ride. Our son lives in The Netherlands, so we
would start by visiting him of course, then do the Adriatic Tour,
back to our son for a few days rest – well, not really – we drove
across to Brugge in Belgium with him.
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This was still not going to be a long enough stay, so we booked
a Coach trip with Insight Tours. This started in London, but we
picked it up in Amsterdam since we were already near there.
We travelled into the Black Forest of Germany, onto Lucerne in
Switzerland, then Venice, Rome & Florence in Italy and finally into
France, stopping at Nice and calling into Monaco for a drive along
part of the Grand Prix circuit and dinner at an exclusive restaurant
on the Marina. We finished off in Paris after 17 days of magical
experiences.

Still not satisfied that this was going to be enough, we chose to
stay in Paris an extra couple of days, then go over to London on the
Eurostar and have 4 days there, before starting yet another Coach
trip with Insight Tours. This would take us from London, up to
Inverness, via Edinburgh, down the west coast to Chester, then
catch a ferry from Holyhead across to Dublin. By chance the name
of the Ferry was Ulysses. After a couple of days in Dublin, (where
we caught up with a couple we had met on the bike tour) then 2
more in Killarney, we then headed back to England via another
ferry from Rosslare Harbour (near Wexford) to Pembroke.

That was enough travelling for one go. We stopped off in Abu
Dhabi for 2 nights on our way home to Sydney. It was a great trip,
full of adventure and different cultures, but after 9 weeks, it was
nice to be home again.

Lyn Munday
Member # 21224
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Alan Munday
Member # 21225

Goldwing Rentals
Western Australia
3 - 12 September 2016

Located on the Sunshine Coast, Qld






GL1800’s only
$220 per day (less for longer periods)
Host of inclusions
Self ride local day tours available
10% discount for Ulysses members

Contact: Brian & Sheryl Elliott - #8298
Phone: 07 5439 0231 or 0421 128 249
Web: www.goldwingrentalsaustralia.com
F’Book: Goldwing Rentals Australia

A truly unique adventure that will have you recounting stories to
your friends adnauseam. Ride 3500+km, on an unmodified Honda
CT110 from Perth through central WA and finish in Broome.
A serious adventure - remote country, small towns, bitumen, dirt,
corrugations, and bulldust make this a great adventure. Not a race,
nor a tour, it is a challenge and a whole lot of fun!

Register early! This is our most popular event.
$5750 (AUD): Incl bike, accomm, meals, fuel, mechanics,
spares, support vehicles.
OR

ENTER THE DRAW FOR FREE ENTRY!
www.postiebikechallenge.org

Ph. +61 7 3264 7727
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Wedding of

Danny & Lolita

February 20th 2016

It all started when Mick joked to Spud (Danny) “on
the Australia day ride, Hey we should show up
at your wedding and give you a guard of honour”
Spuds reply was “would you?”
And with that the scene was set; we (Echuca
Branch) were accordingly invited to Spuds
wedding via the way of email of course!
Of course we had to have the usual morning
coffee at the Beechworth Bakery, Julia (our
welfare officer) had bought along a card for us
all to sign and give to Spud and Lolita, then a
few of us headed to the pub for a counter lunch
(wedding wasn’t until 2pm) we had already
organised to meet back at the bakery at 1.30 for
a 1.45 departure, the wedding was being held at
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the celebrants house that was a beautiful garden
setting less than a kilometre from the bakery.
We had 16 bikes show up all nice and polished,
most of us were in our Ulysses shirts that stand
out anywhere! The look on spuds face when he
pulled up in a very nice looking caddy, was one of
amazement, he was stoked that we had all lined up
the bikes to honour him on this special day. Spud
then gave us the low down on what he would like
us to do, when Lolita arrived.
As Lolita walked through the arch we stood both
sides and lined the path creating a guard of honour
to her soon to be husband, who was standing at the
other end all polished up! (Hardly recognised him
for a minute!)The scene was set, the vows were

made, rings exchanged, that’s after Spud worked out
which finger to put it on, the papers signed and our
job was done, it was time to saddle up and head to the
pub for a cold one (it was a warm day!). Leaving Spud
and his new bride to start their new lives together!
We could not be happier for Spud and his new wife
Lolita and we wish them the very best for the future!

Ulysses Club, Echuca Branch
Eddy Ta!
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BLAZEAID
s a result of the fires in Victoria, 2009, Blazeaid was
formed. When there’s a bushfire, cyclone or severe
flooding, it’s an enormous help when volunteers arrive to
assist with the clean up.

A

My experience with Blazeaid started in February 2014, in
Victoria. We worked for about four months first tearing down
burnt out fences, pulling out star pickets, then rolling it all up.
Then there were ruined sheds to be dragged apart, stacked,
and left to the scrap metal people. Next, putting new fences
up. I didn’t know a bloody thing about fencing, but within a
short time, with a great deal of advice from a couple of very
experienced blokes I managed to be of help.
Then a mob of us drove up to N/W Queensland for six months
to fence drought affected properties. After that, it was back to
Victoria as there had been more bushfires.
Next, the floods in Monto in Queensland and lots of properties
that needed help. Once we had finished there, we went down to
Dungog, NSW, as they had had bad flooding.

which, in the highly unlikely event of an accident, covers you
for insurance. You are supplied with a wide brimmed hat, hi-viz
jacket, sunnies, sunscreen, gloves etc.
Breakfast can be early. Everything is there for you to take a
packed lunch. Evening meals are supplied. There are Eskys, and
lots of water. You will be put on with a team all of who may have
done none of this sort of work either. The exception will be that
there is a team leader, who should be knowledgable about the
job. Nobody yells or gives orders. You can work to your own
ability. If you get a bit knocked up, you just sit down and take a
break. I suffer badly with a sciatic nerve that slows me down a
few times a day.
No one thinks badly of someone who is just learning. You are not
expected to be “Gung Ho”. Blazeaid is Aussies helping Aussies.
So, if the bike is laid up, and you have time on your hands, and
you want to help, call Blazeaid.
Blazeaid has now become, apparently, Australias largest
charitable organisation.

Now, some details. If you have the time, and a spare weekend,
week, month or however much time, this is how it worked for us.

Finally, my partner and I are at Grass Patch. WA helping to clean
up after the devastating bushfires.

If there is fire, cyclone or flood damage, and volunteers are
needed, you will need something to sleep in. Motorhome,
caravan, tent. If the Blazeaid camp is in a fixed area, for example
a sporting oval, with cooking and shower facilities, all you have
to do is ring Blazeaid to volunteer and camp. (Blazeaid.com)
Everybody can be of help. You don’t need to have any experience
in the job. Be it in your district, or interstate, the following
applies. You and your partner/wife/husband will fill out a form

Regards to all.
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Graham Pyper. (72)
Mem. No. 2298
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>>LIGHT HEARTED JOKES COLLECTED
BY THE RIDING ON EDITOR!

The Rabbit Biker
Once upon a time there was a frog who lived in a lake all
by himself. He had been given special powers by a local
witch. One day he finally ventured out of the lake to get
his first glimpse of the world outside. The first thing he
saw was a bear chasing a rabbit and so he called out to
them and asked them to stop. Then he said to them: “I am
a magical frog and since you are the first two animals I
have ever seen, I am going to grant you both three wishes.
You will each take turns using them and you have to use
them now.” The bear (being greedy) went first. I would
like for every bear in this forest to be female except for
me.” A magical sound and it was done.
Then the rabbit.”I would like a helmet.” This confused
both the frog and the bear, but after a magical sound there
was a helmet. It was the bear’s turn again. “I would like
for every bear in the neighbouring forest to be female.” A
magical sound and it was done. The rabbit went again.
“I would like a motorcycle.” Both the frog and the bear
wondered why the rabbit didn’t just ask for a lot of money
with which he could buy himself a motorcycle, but after
a magical sound there was a motorcycle. The bear took
his last wish. “I would like for all the bears in the world
to be female except for me.” A magical sound and it was
done. The rabbit then put on his helmet, started up the
motorcycle, and said “I wish the bear was gay” and took
off like a bat out of hell.

Motorcycle mechanic
A gynaecologist was getting sick of his job and
decided that he needed a career change. He’d
always enjoyed tinkering with motorcycle
engines so thought he’d become a motorcycle
mechanic. The good doctor went along to the
American Institute of Motorcycling, the best
motorcycle mechanics school in the country,
and completed the training class. The final
exam was to strip a bike engine completely
and reassemble it - obviously back into perfect
working order. So our gynecologist friend
did the test and anxiously awaited the result.
The day he received the results he got quite a
surprise, he got 150%! He quickly phoned the
instructor and queried the mark. The instructor
said, “No, no that’s right. First I gave you 50%
for stripping down the engine -- a very thorough
job. Next I gave you 50% for reassembling it a fantastic job really. Then I gave you a 50%
bonus for doing it all through the muffler.”

Designated Rider
A Highway Patrolman waited outside a popular biker bar, hoping for a bust. At closing time everyone
come out and he spotted his potential quarry. The man was so obviously inebriated that he could barely
walk. He stumbled around the parking lot for a few minutes, looking for his motorcycle. After trying his
keys on five other bikes, he finally found his own bike. He sat on his motorcycle in a good ten minutes,
as the other patrons left. He turned his lights on, then off, and again on and off. He started his engine and
pulls forward into the grass, and then stopped. Finally, he pulled out onto the road and started to drive
away. The patrolman, waiting for this, turned on his lights and pulled the man over. He administered
the breathalyser test, and to his great surprise, the man blew a 0.00. The patrolman was dumbfounded.
“This equipment must be broken!” he exclaimed. “I doubt it,” said the man, “You see, tonight I am the
designated decoy... I haven’t had a drink all day!”
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Shiny new Bike…

WHAT DO YOU CALL:

An engineering student is walking on campus one
day, when another engineer student rides up on a
shiny new motorcycle.

Q: What do you call a Harley that doesn't
leak oil?
A: Empty!

“Where did you get such a functional bike?” asked
the first.
The second engineer replied: “Well, I was walking
along yesterday minding my own business when a
beautiful woman rode up on this bike. She threw the
bike to the ground, took off all her clothes, spread
her arms wide and said: “Take what you want.”
The second engineer nodded approvingly: “Good
choice; the clothes probably wouldn’t have fit.

Q: What do you call ten Harley owners lined
up ear to ear?
A: Wind tunnel.

Q: Why are Harley’s some of the safest bikes
on the road?
A: You can’t go fast enough to hurt yourself..

truck driver
A truck driver was eating breakfast at a lunch counter. When a gang of motorcycle tough-guys entered the
diner. One of the bikers put his finger into the truck driver's coffee and said, "Hmm, not very hot, is it?" A
second biker put HIS finger into the scrambled eggs and said, "Hmm, not very fluffy, are they?" Without
saying a word, the trucker arose, left his table, paid for his meal and went out the door of the diner.
"Wasn't much of a man, was he?" The gang leader laughed.
"He's no great shakes as a driver, neither", replied the waitress. "He done just run over a bunch of
motorcycles on his way out of the lot!"

A ten year old boy
A ten year old boy was walking down the street when a big man on a black motorcycle pulls up beside
him and asks, "Hey kid, wanna go for a ride?"
" No!", said the boy, and he kept walking.
The motorcyclist pulls up to him again and says "Hey kid, I'll give you $10 if you hop on the back."
" No!", said the boy and he proceeded down the street a little quicker.
The motorcyclist pulls up to the boy again and says, "Ok kid, I'll give you $20 and a BIG bag of candy if
you hop on the back for a ride."
At this point, the boy turns around to him and screams angrily, "Look Dad, YOU bought the Honda, so
YOU ride it!"
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readers rides
My best bike ever

M

y best bike ever, the Suzuki GSX750EX 1981
Way back in 1981 some time I had a Honda
750-4 super sports and the seat on it was really
bad, so I went to the local motorcycle shop to
see about getting the seat re-covered. I went into the shop
and there was a nice shiny new GSX750EX, red in colour,
(so it must be fast) registered and ready to go! The photo
is my original GSX and this was the photo I used to paint
the GSX I bought 35 years later. Being a local motorcycle
shop the owners said take it for a test ride and keep it for
the afternoon if you want. (You hardly get offers like that
anymore) After riding the Honda this bike was so smooth
and had lights that told you what gear you were in and also a
fuel gauge! My Harley doesn’t even have those 35 years later.
Anyway I bought the bike and I rode it everywhere. I rode
with my friend Doug who had a Honda CX500. We would
often go on weekend rides that would always seem to last for
3 days so luckily we both worked at the same place so we
could call in sick and use the one phone call.
There were no mobile phones back in those days and the
STD pips would always give us away and they knew we
were out of the area. We would go for the weekend ride but
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we never took any clothes with us and we mostly stayed at
pubs and then just buy a new pub tee shirt and a garbage bag
to ockie strap to the bike.
Longest ride we did was Southern Highlands to
Rockhampton for a bike rally. I don’t know how it happened
but on the way up and back, the sun was in your face and
the amount of road works was unbelievable. I was on the
good old GSX but Doug borrowed a Kawasaki 1000 fuel
injected bike. There were less than 20 of these in Australia
and when we got to Wauchope the clutch cable broke. So
to fill the Sunday we went to Timber town, at Timber town
there was a leather shop,
We got to talking to the guy there and told him about the
Kawasaki and the broken clutch cable and then he tells us he
has one of those bikes and a spare clutch cable… Talk about
luck.
Bathurst bike races were always a good weekend out but
every time we went there was a riot. Night time on Mount
Panorama was an experience, especially when you wake
up in your cheap $10 two man tent and there are holes in it

readers rides
it in the shed, but that went pear shaped and the bike fell
over and broke the blinker. Oh well...plenty more blinkers
around. I now have 5 more just in case. I get back from
holidays and there it is; I turn the key, press the starter and
nothing happens. ..Bummer! Then I notice the kill switch is
off, I Flip the switch then try again. This time it cranks over
and then it fires up.

from the hot glass from the petrol bombs that were in the
campfire the night before.
Another great ride was around Tasmania, simply the best
roads and the friendliest people. Before the days of GPS
you had to ask for directions. The Tasmanians were so good
at directions, they just said follow us and we will take you
there. I had the bike for nearly 10 years. Then the usual
happens, you have kids and you have to sell your toys so
you can build a fence to keep the kids from wandering off.
So my best bike ever was sold to someone I worked with
needless to say it was sad day….

“ I had the bike for nearly 10
years. Then the usual happens,
you have kids and you have
to sell your toys so you can
build a fence to keep the kids
from wandering off. “

A few months later and I am on e-bay again and there is
another GSX750 this time it’s a 1981 model. This is the same
as the one I had back in the 80’s. So I put in a bid again and
won it. So now I have 2 GSX bikes and none of them are
RED. The previous owners thought that black was the in
colour at the time. Well it’s September 2013 and I have time
to fix the bikes up as I was made redundant after 24 years
in the same job. So I started to buy parts for the bikes and
get them going properly and take them back to original. The
best thing you can buy for a 4 cylinder bike is a carburettor
synchroniser. I decided that I wanted to get one of the bikes
to be the same as I originally had and that meant I had to
change the colour from black to red. Thankfully you tube is
the place to go for spray painting tips. I am going to spray
the bikes with spray cans. So I get the spray cans and start
to strip back the bad paint only to find out that the original
colour of the bike was RED! I wish it was never sprayed
black, oh well, I have both bikes registered on classic plates
and ride them at least once a month and it is great to get out
with all the other old blokes and their older bikes, ride for at
least half an hour and stop for coffee for at least 2 hours and
talk about the good old days. This is the bike that I sprayed
the same as my original bike, all done from an old photo I
had. The line work is also spray painted on.

Fast forward 30 years and some local guys decide to form
Highlands Classic Motorcycle and Enthusiasts Club, so
naturally you need a classic bike don’t you? Lucky in the
last 30 years the Internet was invented and so was e-bay. So
looking on e-bay one day, what do I see? Yes you guessed it
a GSX750E 1980 model. The only thing wrong with it was
it wasn’t RED. So I put in a bid and wait… I was an e-bay
newbie and didn’t really know how it worked but I won
the bid and now I had to get the bike from Melbourne to my
home. I finally received the bike on my birthday but I was
on holidays down the coast so my son had to get it and put
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Allan "Box" Gleave #54127
South Coast NSW
29/9/58 - 3/7/15
Craig Mackey #39310
South Coast NSW
30/3/58 – 27/1/16
It’s with the deepest of sorrow, that we have to inform you,
our good friend and fellow member Craig Mackey passed
away peacefully on 27th January 2016. His wife Kerrie was
with him at the end. Craig was only 57 years young, he’d
been a Ulysses member since 2005. He served for a time as
South Coast Branch Secretary.
Craig was the devoted husband of Kerrie, father of Fiona and
Nicola, and devoted friend to a whole bunch of people, and
a bloody nice bloke. A skilled cabinetmaker, a bloke who
could turn his hands to many different tasks, and genuinely
willing to offer a hand to friends and family.
Craig was diagnosed with cancer about 3 years ago, since
then he has soldiered through several major operations, and
chemo and radiation therapy, in his own quiet, yet mildly
stubborn way. Although often very unwell, he was still keen
to help family and friends. The steady flow of visitors he’s
had is testament to the number of people drawn by this
gentle, caring man. He kept his sense of humour right to the
end.
Craig will be very sorely missed by his Ulysses family. Gone
far too soon.

A BIG man with a big heart was how Allan ‘Box’ Gleave
was described at his funeral in Nowra attended by more
than 500 of his mates. Box, as he was known to his mates,
passed away aged 56 at his home in Bomaderry on July 3
2015 after a local motorbike ride. A large motorcycle cortege
accompanied him on his last ride through Nowra CBD to
his funeral service. This event was so significant that it was
covered on the front page of the local press. Box will be
remembered as a wonderful husband, loving father, doting
pop, a pure gentleman, a larrikin, a crowd pleaser, a problem
solver, a good mate, a guidance counselor, a mentor to many,
the world’s best hugger and a man who had a vice like grip.
Box is survived by his wife Lea, daughter Kim and son-inlaw Darren, son Danny and daughter-in-law Farrah and
was Poppy to Abby, Harry and Harper. Box will always be
remembered for his favourite saying "HAPPY DAYS".

Desmond James Sharpe #44088
18/09/1939 - 26/12/15
Des was always mixed in motor sports. In the early years it
was dirt bikes, cars and go carts. In the later years he rode
bikes including Triumph and Suzuki.
Des and Chicka are life members of the central west car club.
Des had a stroke on Christmas day. Des will be sadly missed
at all the motorbike rally’s. ( Parkes, Goulburn and Griffth).
Bob Morton #6964
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Wild Wally Patterson #2068
10 /12/1927 – 16/11/2015
Wally Patterson of North Albury has finally Riden On! Wally
has been absent from our branch events for some time due to
illness. His last several months were at the Mercy Hospital
Albury, palliative care unit.
Wally’s funeral was a get together of the Albury motorcycling
fraternity. The Scared Heart Church in Mate Street North
Albury was “packed to the rafters”. Wally was well known
and there would be not many riders over 59 who would
not have heard of him. The Albury Wodonga Branch of the
Ulysses Club Inc. formed a guard of honour to this Albury
legend as he was carried out by family to the waiting hearse.
Wally had this amazing workshop in a tin shed behind his
little house in Wantigong Street that rivalled the districts
best engineering shops. Many times Wally was called upon
to repair “bent” or make a “new part for the motorcycle”. No
job too big or too small.

Buckley “Gruff” Smith #49850
24/9/1952 – 20/11/2015
Warwick and District Branch sadly advises that at the age of
just 63 Gruff lost his brave battle with cancer. He attended
the inaugural branch meeting of Warwick District branch and
participated in many branch functions. When he wasn’t on a
ride you knew he was probably off caravanning somewhere
in the bush with his wife and best mate Lorraine.
On quite a few of the longer rides to AGM’s etc, even if he
could not make the whole journey Gruff would ride the first
leg with the other members before turning for home.
Buckley participated each year until his health declined, in
our premier event, the branch birthday party where we host
the Warwick Endeavour Foundation clients to our birthday
celebrations. The Endeavour Foundation provides care,
accommodation and employment for people with a disability.
The day starts with breakfast for the clients at McDonalds,
followed by a ride around the district with the destination
being a park in the local area for a sausage sizzle and games.
The branch was strongly represented at the service and
members provided an escort to the graveside ensuring a loud
and fitting farewell.

Wally’s Patterson Special (BMW) was his last bike he rode on
the road. I am unaware of how many kilometres he had on
the clock but like him it would have been right up there.
Pat, his son gave a eulogy that chronicled his life that was
truly astounding. I take my hat off to Wild Wally. Wally will
be missed by our branch, by his wife Barbara and by his
Children.
Rex Beard #37805

Dennis King #37149
President
Warwick & District Branch
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had to go onto injecting himself, he could always joke &
laugh about any thing.
John’s proudest moment, of being an Ulyssian, was taking
“Old Number 1” around in his BMW outfit, on the Memorial
Poker Run, for Dearnley medallist, Ellen Hughes.
Apart from enjoying the Ulysses Club, John also enjoyed his
boats & fishing, but could not find the time, of late.
Ride on good friend, ‘till we meet up again.
Garry Hughes, # 27575

Ridden On
John Madden #23549
30/05/1939 - 30/12/15
John joined the Ulysses club, around 1999, after buying a
Yamaha 1100 custom, to go down to the Springwood paper
shop, to buy the morning papers. He was also a member of
the Star Riders Club.
In 2004, John traded his 1100, for a BMW cruiser, to which,
he added a side car, for Francis & then later, a Wedge tail
trike extension, also adding an Ural out fit to his stable.
After only finding out about having pancreatic cancer, about
2 or 3 weeks earlier, John passed away, whilst getting ready,
to go and see his oncologist, to find out about what could be
done.
Moving up to Blacksmiths, with his partner Francis, later
marrying in 2006, on Lake Macquarie, John teamed up
with the Lake Macquarie & Lower Hunter Branches, now
Newcastle-Lower Hunter, where he had made strong
friendships, with many of the members.
I first met John, & becoming good friends at the “Catho Pub”,
in 2002, after the Newcastle Toy Run
John, with Francis, always loved going along to both branch
meetings, just to catch up & have a chat, with many of the
friends, that he had made.
John loved a good chat, so much so, that I would go around
to John & Francis’s for an hour & end up leaving, after about
3 or 4 hours, with John still bending my ear, all the way out
to the car, or bike. Many a time, we would have solved the
problems of the world & other matters of social interest.
The fond memories that I will always have of John, are, that
no matter how many problems he may have had, with his
health, his sugar count had started to rise, so much that he
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Cec Thompson #13773
12/2/1936 - 24/11/2015
Cec Thompson was born in Mooroopna, Victoria on 12th
February 1936. He grew up on the family farm. Cec played
many sports but his love for cars, motorbikes, trucks and
ladies were always at the top of his list. He also raced these
cars and motorbikes in his early years and won several
Junior local Championships. Cec didn’t like working on
the family farm, so he started an Interstate trucking business,
running the east coast with a fleet of Mack & Kenworth’s.
After his company lost its prime freight contract to TNT, Cec
sold out.
Cec always had a motorcycle of some kind in his life,
racing a BSA Gold Star in 1950’s. After heart surgery and
with some persuasion he joined the Ulysses Club in 1997.
During his period with the club, he owned several bikes

Ridden On
including; Goldwing, ST 1100, FJ 1100, FJR 1300, 2 x ZX
1200’s, ZZR 1100, Kawasaki’s and many others. He was an
active member with the GV Branch in Shepparton. Leading
weekend rides, donating prizes for the monthly meetings,
collecting toys for disadvantaged kids in the Christmas toy
run and he also loved attending the AGM’s. He generously
gave up his large shed for Christmas parties and everyone
always had a good time.
Cec travelled all over Australia in camper trailers and
caravans and enjoyed his life to the fullest. Engaged 4 times
and married twice with many other girlfriends along the
way.
Cec’s health started to deteriorate over the last few years and
he struggled with the larger bikes, so he purchased a CanAm Spyder. Unfortunately he did not ride it much due to
ill health so he sold it a couple of months before he died. He
sadly died in the early hours on 24th November 2015 from
heart failure.
Cec leaves behind his son Steven and wife Janet,
Granddaughters Ashlee, Connie and Layla. Also a lot of
good friends he had made during his life. He will be sadly
missed by us all.
Locky Grant 4483
Frank Graham 1943

PHILIP WAESCH #54148
11/7/1947 – 6/11/2015
Philip Waesch was one of those people that once met was
never forgotten. He was indeed larger than life.
He was a Larrikin and a bit of a rascal and sometimes just
a very naughty boy but if you ever went on one of Philip’s
rides it was always entertaining and quite often the topic of
conversation for many months. Philip and his GPS took us
on many roads that nobody thought existed. But it was all
highly entertaining and after all, as he pointed out, you still
got to the destination.

mention of the misdemeanour he committed. In 1999 Phil
joined AFL masters and attended 17 carnivals and played
many matches as an active player, he also held the position
of President of NSW AFL Masters for 5 years.
Phil joined the Ulysses club Hills branch in 2009 after
gaining his licence, he loved mid week rides with his many
new friends and of course the many new lunch places to sit
around and have a good yarn with his mates, his first long
ride was to the Albany AGM and has attended every AGM
since, the same time that Phil got his licence Sue his wife
followed suit and both became a familiar site, Phil on his
Green Harley and Sue on her red Harley sportster.
Philip became involved with the Black Dog Ride to the Red
Centre and was the NSW ride Co-ordinator and eventually
did four trips to Alice Springs to support the good work that
the Black Dog Ride did to raise awareness of depression..
He was a prolific supporter of all things charity and along
with Sue his wife started ‘Mates on The Road’ which
targeted mainly country towns to give talks on depression in
conjunction with the Black Dog Institute, one of the bigger
tours was to Tasmania where a group of Mates on the Road
riders gave a series of talks to Men’s Sheds and community
groups it was a memorable trip for all concerned combining
both the presentations and superb roads for motorbikes and
of course the evenings spent was nothing short of hilarious,
Philip was a trained volunteer for the Black Dog Institute.
He was a husband, father, Grandfather and Great Grandfather
and a very good mate to all in the Ulysses family, he passed
away doing what he did best, helping to support a charity in
the Snowy Mountains.
All at the Hills Ulysses Branch miss him greatly but we are
thankful for the many memories he has left us with.
David Motte
#53756
Hills Branch

Philip was a plumber by trade and started off as a ships
plumber and eventually started his own company and
worked for many home builders as a sub-contractor. He
then moved into TAFE as a teacher and stayed there for
25 years. He was involved in the scouting movement as a
leader in the cubs, scouts, venturers and then rovers (adult
scouts) and during this time he attained the Queens Scout
award. His mischievous behaviour was displayed when he
was a cub himself and expelled and told not to come back
the following week but after a visit from his mother the cub
mistress relented and gave him another chance. There is no
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Don William Charles Cleaver (Meataxe)
Member #2338
1939 –2016
It is with great sadness that I must report the peaceful
passing of Don Cleaver in the Waikerie Hospital on Jan
2nd, 2016 at the age of 76 years. Don was diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer in early November 2015 and unfortunately
the cancer was too far advanced for the medicos to be able
to treat with any success. Don elected to go home and spend
his remaining time with wife Lyn.
Don’s time in the Ulysses Club was that of a hard worker
and a popular bloke. He was known by his many friends as a
helpful, knowledgeable and generous man. Don joined the
Adelaide Branch on August 15th 1989, said branch then
being the only one in South Australia. In 1990 he and others
in his area met at the Sutherlands Pub near Bower and
formed the Mallee Branch, the second official branch in the
state. By the time I joined in with the Mallee Mob in 1994
there were some 30-odd people riding to and meeting at all
manner of venues and generally having a ball.
Don served in the Mallee Branch in several valuable
capacities and was instrumental in running the Swagman
Rally at Bower in conjunction with the Mallee Branch with
the Royal Flying Doctor Service being the beneficiary. In
1997 the Branch Committee handed the reins of the rally
to Don, and the rally ran successfully at Bower for quite a
number of years until being relinquished due to the nonavailability of the venue which was on private property. The
rally still runs on a floating basis in the mid north of SA.
Meataxe, as Don was widely known, tapered off his
involvement with the Branch activities a few years back but
maintained an active interest in attending various
rallies around SA and had a wide range of friends and
acquaintances throughout motorcycling circles. He will
not be forgotten. Don is survived by his wife Lyn and large
extended family.
Rest peacefully old mate.
Larry Caspers (Spook) #4793
Past President Ulysses Mallee Branch
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Sam Waugh (#2335 South Coast NSW)
20/7/46 – 10/10/15
It is with sadness that I must advise fellow members of the
passing of Sam Waugh on 10th October 2015. He was a long
time member of the South Coast NSW branch. His first AGM
was Broken Hill, after which he said it was such a great event
that he would never miss another one as long as he was a
member. And true to his word Sam attended every AGM
since as a member of the faithful 400. Sam joined the South
Coast branch and was a very popular and active member
taking part in most runs and events encouraging his partner
Lorraine to learn to ride and together they would venture on
their bikes far and wide. As an indication of his popularity
Sam made many friends here and overseas, and to quote his
Utah friends "Sam was a lifetime friend, a man you could
depend on with a heart as big as the moon". Sam was given a
fitting Ulysses farewell with his son Robert leading on Sam's
bike to his funeral service, followed by many members and
friends. He is already sadly missed and there will be a hole in
the Launceston AGM that will be hard to fill.
Written by Geoff Hammond #3950.

Keith ( Wado ) WADLING #11321
20/1/1930 - 5/11/2015
Wado was one of a kind. Married to June they had 3 children
sadly he lost her early in life. He then married Oona having
5 children, and a total of 15 grandchildren, He knew
everybody, made everybody welcome, always introduced
himself to new members or where there was a group.
On Sundays you had to be at the Arab in Lorne before

Ridden On
Wado’s 9 am bike count ,sometimes over 60 bikes. You
could hear his voice all over. He would have done his ride to
Mount Defiance on the Great Ocean Road and back by 8 am
,so he would be able to do his road report to the group. He
was the life of the Geelong Branch Meetings loved his red
wine His green jacket and red pants stood out in the group.
At 80 he was still riding his beloved bikes ,3 registered
which 3 sons road to his service. At 70 he received a brand
new yellow Triumph from the family for his birthday,
another to his collection .
When he purchased a new bike, never ask him what he got
for a trade in, kept his bikes, over a dozen, as was seen when
the boys arrived on them at his service in Torquay, over 50
of his mates were on bikes of all vintages , in the funeral to

Bellbrae cemetery. Long time member of Torquay S L S C in
the boat crew and loved the surf, one of the early surfers on
long boards
Completed service in the Royal Australian Air Force as
a Warrant Officer, Flight Engineer. Received New Year
Honours Queens Commendation for valuable service in
the air . After leaving the Airforce ,his first job was with
QANTAS then he went on to fly with Air Nauru then TAA
On the 5th November 2015 Wado finally went to sleep ,he
will be missed by his family and friends and all his motor
bike mates.
Les Duck
# 1729

Members Classifieds
TRAILER FOR SALE
Takes 3 bikes, toolbox, spare wheel, jockey wheel. Good
condition. Beenleigh Qld. $900 ono.
Mick 0427416663
Mick Rogerson
Membership 45198

FUEL TANK FOR SALE
lntruder 1400cc fuel tank. Maroon in colour with
gold pin striping. It has a small dent 20cent size but
repairable. Otherwise excellent condition. 150 dollars
ono.
Mobile: 0408181492.
Member no 27413.

BMW For Sale
BMW K1600GT, Registered in August, 2011 Excellent
condition, everything in working order
Always garaged 83,460 km, only used for touring By
Ulysses rider All services completed INCLUDING
80,000km Panniers + large topbox Good tyres
$17,950 deliberately priced below market value for quick
sale Reason for sale: I have bought a new bike
Ph. Tony James
0414874344
Mona Vale NSW
tonyjamesnsw@gmail.com

MOTORCYCLE TRAILOR FOR SALE,
Motorcycle Trailer, Home Made. Qld
Registrated Until 7-5-16.
$1250-00 ONO .
Cliff Moretto Mem #44789
Mob 0420 917 549
Home 07 54446383
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-Gates Open 9am Till 4pm
-All Show Bikes To Be In By 10am
-Live Entertainment (2+bands)
-Family Day Out , Kids Face Painting
-Jumping Castle
-Merchandise and Food Vendors Onsite

-General Admission : Gold Coin Donation
-Show Bike Entry Fee : $ 10
-All Funds Raised To Be Donated To :
Westmead Hospital Pulmonary
Rehabilitation Exercise Program

-12 Categories: Best Vintage, Best Trike, Best Paint, Best
Custom, Best Rigid, Best Japanese, Best American,
Best European, Best English, People’s Choice, Best
Adventure ,Best Touring Bike
More Info Contact Bob 0474 206 910
Email;roberthabkouk1@hotmail.com

sponsors
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Info About Your Club
Training Rebates
Ulysses Club Inc. offers rebates for Rider Training and
First Aid Courses that are completed with a Registered
Training Organisation. (Conditions apply).
1. Both rebates can be claimed only once within the
three year membership period, to financial members
only (not to those in the “grace period”).
2. Rebates are up to 50% of the amount paid for the
course, up to a maximum of $80 for Rider Training and
$60 for First Aid course. If the 50% rebate is less than
$80 or $60, the difference remains a credit until the
member’s next renewal date, when it is reset at $80 or
$60. Credits do not accumulate.
3. The Rider Training Rebates are only available to
licenced riders attending a road safety and/or skills
based advanced training course. They are not available
for training required to obtain a motorcycle licence.
4. The First Aid rebates are available on completion
of a Senior First Aid certificate or Motorcycle First
Responder endorsement.
5. The rebates are only available to members who
successfully complete the course, not just for the
booking. We are requiring a copy of the certificate
of completion issued by the training provider, plus
evidence of payment by the member (receipt).
6. In the case of block bookings (by groups or Branches),
we are requiring individual copies of completion
certificates or a formal listing on Company letterhead
with confirmation of completion. We will pay each
member directly.

is one and the same therefore voiding the member from
claiming twice).
8. These policies will be reviewed in the light of member
response and the financial health of the club.
Rebate claim forms are available on the National website
under ‘Documents’ once logged in.
Rebates will only be issued if the criterion is met. It is
the members’ responsibility to provide all information
required to the Administration Office. At time of booking
your course, please advise your training organisation
that you require a certificate or letter of completion in
order to claim your rebate from Ulysses Club Inc.
Age and Membership Badges
60 Age / 10, 15 Year Length of Membership Badges
These badges are available from Club Administration for
$5.50 each by phoning 1300 134 123 or
email: administration@ulysses.org.au
Members can purchase these badges upon attaining the
appropriate status and subject to confirmation of records
held.
70 & 80 Age / 20, 25 & 30 Year Length of Membership
Badges
These badges are complimentary upon individual
application and subject to confirmation of records held.
Club Constitution and Guidebook for
Members
Download a copy of the Club’s Constitution from the
footer of the National Website www.ulyssesclub.org. or
contact the National Administration Office.

7. All courses must be paid for by the member to be able
to claim the rebate. (If a branch subsidises the course the
member cannot claim the rebate. A Branch and the Club

Three basic principles of the Ulysses Club Inc are:a)

To provide ways in which older motorcyclists can get together for companionship and mutual support;

b)

To show by example that motor cycling can be an enjoyable and practical activity for riders of all ages;

c)

To draw the attention of public and private institutions to the needs and views of older riders.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

Autumn gear shop
NEW ARRIVALS

NEW Ladies Butterfly Polo
$32.00
New Style Ladies Polo shirt. White with black trim and Ulysses Butterfly design on
top left side. Small fit. Sizes 8-24

NEW Ladies Butterfly T-Shirt
$25.00
New Style V-Neck Cotton/Poly T-Shirt in Sky Blue Marle colour. Featuring the Ulysses
Butterfly design on the front. Slim fit. Sizes 8-20

LADIES MAGENTA SLEEVELESS SHIRTS
$32.50
Ladies V Neck sleeveless polo shirt. Magenta
with embroidered Old Man Logo. Sizes 8-20
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SOFT SHELL BLACK JACKETS LADIES $95.00
Soft Shell Charcoal Jacket. 100% Bonded Polyester Outer. Knit fabric bonded with micro fleece
lining. Wind flap, chin guard and stand up collar.
Ladies 8-10, 12-14, 16-18, 20-22, 24-26

SOFT SHELL BLACK JACKETS MENS $95.00
Soft Shell Charcoal Jacket. 100% Bonded Polyester Outer. Knit fabric bonded with micro fleece
lining. Wind flap, chin guard and stand up collar.
Mens S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL, 5XL.

TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or place
your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org

FOLD AWAY LEATHER HAT - BLACK &
BROWN
$56.00
Leather Hat with white Old Man Logo. Fold
it up and carry it in a pannier.
Size S(55cm) – 2XL(63cm)

BUCKET HAT $10.00
Black Bucket hat with white piping and Old
Man Logo. Size S (56cm), M(58cm) L(60cm)

NECK WRAPS- Black $16.00.
With Old Man Logo
At front. One Size.

SPECIAL
PRICE!
PLATE FRAME-TOP DISPLAYCHROME & BLACK.
$9.00
Number Plate Frame - Plastic / Chrome.
The ‘Grow Old Disgracefully’ banner
is displayed at the top. ( Reg size as
per NSW,ACT,QLD,TAS. RTA plate
measurements). 185mm wide x 100mm
high.

PLATE FRAME ACRYLIC $10.50
Acrylic Plate Cover with clips. (As per
NSW, ACT, SA, QLD, TAS, RTA plate
measurements). Please specify state
size when ordering

PLATE FRAME BLACK- BOTTOM DISPLAY
$9.00
Number Plate Frame-Plastic/
Black. The ‘Grow Old Disgracefully’
banner is displayed at the bottom
(As per NSW, ACT, QLD, TAS. RTA
plate measurements). 185mm
wide x 100mm high (Reg size as
per NSW,ACT,QLD,TAS. RTA plate
measurements). 185mm wide x 100mm

CANVAS BAG $27.00
Black Canvas Tote bag. Clip down at
front with velcro & zip pockets, compartments inside and out. Long Strap.
300mm wide x 300mm high.

PLATE FRAME TRAILER / CAR $9.00
Number Plate Frame - Car & Car Trailer
- Black Plastic. The ‘Grow Old Disgracefully’ banner is displayed at the
top. 375mm wide x 135mm high.

NOW ONLY
$5.00

SPECIAL
PRICE!
NOW ONLY
$5.00

BOTTLE HOLDER – BLACK $7.00
with base, removable neck strap, belt
loop & velcro bottle neck seal to keep
your bottle secure. Fits the Ulysses
Water Bottle, stubbies and most bottles
up to approx. 600mls depending on
neck size. 14.5cm high, base diameter
7cm, neck holder opening 3.5cm. Fits
stubbies and most bottles up to 600ml
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Autumn gear shop

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

SPECIAL
PRICE!
NOW ONLY
$9.00

PLATE FRAME - CHROME LONG $10.00
Number Plate Frame - Chrome Plastic
- SA - The ‘Grow Old Disgracefully’ banner is displayed at the bottom. 220mm
wide x 100mm high.

HIP FLASK $25.00
Stainless Steel Hip flask with Laser
etched Old Man Logo.

FRIDGE MAGNET $2.00
Fridge Magnets, Black with Old Man
Logo 70mm round.

MOBILE PHONE POUCH
BRACES - REG & LARGE $32.00
Braces, black with Old Man Logo.
Reg 85cm stretch to 143cm, Large
101cm stretch to 173cm. Strap width
3.5cm

$28.50 Sml $34.00 Lge
Keep your Mobile Phone safe in this handy leather
pouch. Comes in two convenient sizes and secures
onto your Ulysses Club Leather Belt.
Sml 145mm x 70mm Lge 175mm x 90mm

MULTI TOOL (Leatherman Style) $27.00
Ulysses Club Multi Tool with 10
attachments and belt loop.

STYLE WATER BOTTLE

SCARF $14.00
Keep warm in winter with a Ulysses
Club Polar Fleece Scarf.
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ULYSSES CLUB NECK TIE
$24.00
A stylish way to represent your Club with
this Black Satin Tie featuring the Old Man
Logo.

$9.00
This new 560ml Water Bottle is great
to take on rides. Featuring taste free
stainless steel with drinking straw.
Strong but light. 235mm x 70mm.

TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or place
your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org
COMBO
STICKER & BADGE
TOURING PATCH,
00
REE FOR JUST $10.
DEAL! GET ALL TH

PATCH TOURING $6.00
Members travelling overseas will be
recognised as an Australian Ulysses
member when wearing this logo.
10cm X 9.5cm.

BACKPACK $29.00
Ulysses black back pack with
front strap to prevent slipping
when riding. Comes with
weather proof cover. One Size.
Black.

STICKER TOURING $4.00
Touring Logo - Be recognised as an
Australian Ulysses member overseas!
Square sticker
10.5cm x
10.5cm.

BALLOONS $6.50
Mixed Pack of 10 with Black
& white balloons with the Old
Man Logo printed on them.
Available in AIR or HELIUM
packs.

TOURING BADGE $5.50
Members travelling overseas will be
recognised as an Australian Ulysses
member when wearing this logo. 28mm
x 28mm x 3mm thick.

SUNGLASSES - REG OR SLIM $54.00
Ugly Fish Glide Sunglasses with Riding
goggle attachments. Glide Regular or
Slim.

LOOK BELT BUCKLE

STUBBY HOLDER - BLACK OR PINK $7.50
Stubby holder with Old Man Logo and
bike artwork.

GLASSES CASE $5.50
Glasses Case - Black gloss, hard plastic
with Old Man Logo on lid.

$39.50 Sml $42.50 Lge
3D Antique Silver with textured black
background. Small size fits New Ladies
leather belt. Large size fits Ulysses Club
men’s Leather belt.
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Summer gear shop

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

LADIES LEATHER BELT
$35.00
Black embossed Leather Belt 30mm width.
Fits new Ladies Belt Buckle
Sizes Sm 34” – 3XL 44”
*Buckle sold separately

NECK WARMER $15.00
Black Polar Fleece with Old Man Logo.

TOILETRY BAG - Black $25.50
Ulysses black wet pack toiletry bag.
Compact with lots of compartments
and a hook to hang on the shower door.

ULYSSES MUG - Black or Pink
$10.00
Ulysses Mug with Old Man Logo that
appears when you add hot water.

WALLET - Black $8.50
Ulysses black wallet with the Old Man
Logo. Velcro fasteners, lots of card
sections. Stronger stitching and larger
licence holder.

SPECIAL
PRICE!
NOW ONLY
$2.00

RIDE ON #1 BADGE $5.00
Stephen Dearnley Memorial Lapel .
All proceeds from sales go to UCARF.
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BIKE BADGE - Brass or Pewter $21.00
3D Brass - Bike Badge Metal.
60mm, Round, Light weight.

KEYRING $5.00
Rubber Keyring with Old Man Logo.
65mm.

TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or place
your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org

SPECIAL
PRICE!
NOW ONLY
$35.00

SPECIAL
PRICE!
NOW ONLY
$25.00

RIDING SHIRT $24.50
Black high neck long sleeve Unisex
Sizes XSml - 4XL

BELT - Black & Brown Leather $42.00
Leather Belt with Old Man Logo and
Ulysses printed along belt. Fits all
Ulysses Buckles. S-34˝ • M-36˝ • L-38˝
• XL-40˝ • 2XL-42˝
3XL-44˝ • 4XL-46˝ • 5XL-48˝ • 6XL-50˝
7XL-52˝ • KING 54˝

SLOPPY JOE $38.00
Fleecy lined with small or large Old Man
Logo Sml-5XL

APRON - One Size $24.50
Black & White Striped Apron with pocket, Ulysses Logo & Word “Disgraceful”.

LADIES POLO SHIRT - Black with White Panels
$29.50
Ladies V-Neck Polo Shirt Black With
White Panels Cool Dry Polyester. Sizes
8-26

LADIES POLO SHIRT - Black Pink Piping
$29.50
Ladies V-Neck Polo Shirt Black With
Pink Piping Cool Dry Polyester. Sizes
8 - 22

30th ANNIVERSARY CLOTHING
WAS $40.00
30th Anniversary Ladies ¾ Sleeve and
Mens Long Sleeve Shirt with pearl Old
Man Logo. Men’s sizes-Sm, Med, 4XL,
5XL only, Ladies sizes 8-24

HEADSOX - Black $19.00
Headsox Flexible Headwear. One Size.

MENS POLO SHIRT - Black with Ash Panels
$29.50
Mens Black & Ash Polo Shirt Cool Dry
Polyester Pocket On Left Chest. Sizes
S - 4XL.
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Autumn gear shop

LAPEL BADGE - Gold or Silver $5.50
Badge Lapel - Silver for ages 40 - 49
and
Gold for age 50+

LARGE
FLAG
NOW ONLY
$50.00

FLAGS - Designed for decoration only
Mini aerial flag. 280mm x 215mm
$5.00
Small flag. 720mm x 390mm
$13.00
Large flag.
1800mm x 900mm
$64.00

STICKER REFLECTIVE
Old Man Logo Sticker Round Reflective
Small 70mm $2.00
Large 200mm $12.00
290mm $13.00
390mm $15.00
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HELMET LINER
Black, Pink, Red $7.90
Light weight washable cotton helmet
liner with Old Man Logo on each ear.
One Size

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

ULYSSES BOOK - The Ulysses Story
$20.00
Ulysses Story - Book 3 Published 2010
with Addendum.

LARGE
PATCH
NOW ONLY
$10.00

PATCH ROUND - Leather Look Embroidered
Small. 70mm $2.00
Medium. 100mm $10.00
Large 250mm Was $20.00

PATCH ROUND CANVAS - Black $20.00
Back Patch Round. 25cm.

LUGGAGE TAG $2.00
Ulysses Luggage Tag with Old Man
Logo.
105mm x 64mm.

PATCH REFLECTIVE $20.00
Back Patch. Round Reflective. 25cm.

TO ORDER
Use the form on the back of your Riding On mailing sheet or
place your order on the club website at www.ulyssesclub.org

SINGLET - Black $20.00
Black cotton with Small Old Man Logo
on left chest. Sizes S - 4XL.

SOCKS - Black With Red Writing $15.00
Ulysses Black Socks. 80% Wool / 20%
Nylon. Pure Wool Inner Cushion and
Nylon Outer. Aust made/Aust Wool.
Word ‘Ulysses’ In Red.
Regular (6-10) & Large (11-14)

SHORT SLEEVE T-SHIRT - Black $19.50
Black SHORT Sleeved Tshirt. Small or
Large Logo
Size S - 4XL.

LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT - Black $22.00
Black LONG Sleeved Tshirt. Small or
Large Logo Size S - 4XL. Black with
white writing on right sleeve.

REVERSABLE POLAR FLEECE VEST
$40.50
Black reversable vest with Old Man
Logo on polyester side only. 100% Polar Fleece inner, Polyester outer. Sizes
Sml – 3XL

BANDANA - Black $8.00
Ulysses Club Black Bandana,. Ulysses
Embroidered On Front And Old Man
Logo Embroidered On The Back. 62cm
One size fits most.

CAP - Black with white piping $10.00
Black Cap Heavy Brushed Cotton. One
Size.

LADIES CAP - Black/Pink $10.00
Black Cap with Pink Piping. Ulysses
written in a slant across the front and
“Life Begins at 40” in pink embroidery
on back. One Size.

BEANIE - Black $12.00
Beanie Black Knitted With Ulysses
Logo. One Size.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call the Administration Office 1300 134 123
or email: administration@ulysses.org.au

Autumn gear shop
STICKER - MC AWARE $2.00
Motorcycle Aware Driver.
STICKER STRIP $2.00
Sticker Reflective. 5 x 35mm round stickers.

Armaxion

Vigleco

Imatra

GORE-TEX PRO 3-LAYER LAMINATE
JACKET & TROUSERS

WATERPROOF
THERMO GLOVES

WATERPROOF
THERMO GLOVES

High performance motorcycling outfits and accessories

sales@innotesco.com.au • Tel. 0414 814194• Shop online at www.innotesco.com.au

RIDING ON

STICKER 3D - Glow $9.00
Ulysses Club Round 70mm Iridescent
Vinyl Sticker with domed top. Glows in the
Dark!
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facebook.com/andy.strapz
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Escape to Motorcycling Paradise

Now proudly made for Andy Strapz®

two
finger

single
finger

Get your hands in some.

3 nights accommodation + Dinners + Rides
only $345pp

►Radiating from Dungog NSW are some of the best motorcycling roads
in the country. At Wangat Lodge we provide the base and the guidance
for your fabulous motorcycling holiday - cheap, comfortable, convivial.
►Just get a dozen riders/bikes together (add pillions if you wish) and
discuss with us your desired dates.
►Four days of rides, choices for all tastes, satisfaction assured!

Give Ken a call– 02 49959265

www.wangat.com.au luddite@wangat.com.au
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Club Contact Listing
Please call your local Branch contact for details on local rides, meetings and events or
visit www.ulyssesclub.org
ACT BRANCHES
CANBERRA BRANCH

Canberra

MICHAEL WINTERS

0412 13 4376

BATHURST BRANCH

Bathurst

GRAHAM REA

0427 58 9983

BLUE MOUNTAINS BRANCH

Katoomba

BRIAN CROWTHER

0419 60 5422

BORDER RANGES BRANCH

Lismore, Ballina, Casino, Byron Bay

LES TARRAN

0402 27 9260

BROKEN HILL BRANCH

Broken Hill

DEAN SCHMIDT

0428 35 7378

CENTRAL COAST RIDERS
BRANCH

Gosford, Wyong

TONY SINCLAIR

0408 68 5722

CLARENCE VALLEY BRANCH

Grafton

SUE HOPKINS

0431 71 3502

COBB HIGHWAY BRANCH,
DENILIQUIN

Deniliquin

PETER NANKIVELL

0484 117 304

COFFS COAST BRANCH

Coffs Harbour

ANDREW WRIGHT

0400 70 6602

COOTAMUNDRA BRANCH

Cootamundra

BILL TEALE

02 6942 3134

COTTON COUNTRY CRUISERS,
MOREE BRANCH

Moree

ROS ROSE

02 6752 1479

COWRA BRANCH

Cowra

BRIAN NAIRNE

0407 45 3829

DUBBO & WESTERN PLAINS
BRANCH

Dubbo Area

ROB HUMPHRIES

0428 84 7722

EASTERN CREEK BRANCH

Parramatta -Western Suburbs - Sydney

KEVIN WATERSTON

0415 52 7196

EUROBODALLA BRANCH

Batemans Bay

GRAHAM WELLS

0414 07 9857

FORSTER BRANCH

Forster, Tuncurry

PAUL ANLEZARK

0418 61 2226

GLEN INNES BRANCH

Glen Innes

GEOFF BOURNE

0427 49 6752

GLOUCESTER BRANCH

Gloucester

IAN PARKS

0414 58 2019

GOULBURN NSW BRANCH

Goulburn

JOHN ZYLA

02 4821 8224

GRENFELL BRANCH

Grenfell

DEBBIE STEVENS

0429 43 1434

GUNNEDAH BRANCH

Gunnedah

WARREN COOMBES

0431 72 8591

HAWKESBURY BRANCH

Hawkesbury River

PETER SMITH

0447 19 7983

HILLS BRANCH

Castle Hill, North West Sydney

JOHN GAWTHORNE

0412 01 6189

HORNSBY DISTRICT BRANCH

Hornsby

MEGAN WADEFERRELL

0422 98 3476

HUNTER COALFIELDS BRANCH

Cessnock, Kurri Kurri

BILL INGALL

0427 90 2814

NEW SOUTH WALES BRANCHES
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INVERELL SAPPHIRE CITY
BRANCH

Inverell

PHIL KIMBER

0419 95 6270

LAKE MACQUARIE BRANCH

Lake Macquarie

TONY O’NEILL

0475 06 8882

LITHGOW & DISTRICT BRANCH

Lithgow Area

DARRYLL COOPER

0428 14 0555

MACARTHUR BRANCH

Campbelltown, Camden

MARK SHEPHERD

0403 82 9913

MACLEAY VALLEY BRANCH

Kempsey

STEWART JOHNSTON 02 6561 5198

MANNING VALLEY BRANCH

Taree

LESSLEY THORNTON

0408 46 9141

MIA BRANCH

Leeton, Griffith

NOEL BUCHAN

0427 53 2558

MUDGEE BRANCH

Mudgee

CHERYL AURISCH

0427 72 1419

MYALL LAKES BRANCH

Buladelah

TONY MITCHELL

0417 47 4528

NAMBUCCA VALLEY BRANCH

Nambucca Heads

TODD VERCOE

0438 22 5390

NEPEAN BRANCH

Penrith

STEVEN NEVILLE

0418 22 3720

NEW ENGLAND BUSHRANGERS
BRANCH

Armidale

VINCE COHEN

0412 27 8922

NEWCASTLE LOWER HUNTER
BRANCH

Newcastle, Maitland

MARGY HINKSMAN

0412 60 0664

NORTHERN BEACHES BRANCH

North Sydney metro Beaches

ALAN BATEMAN

0417 68 5246

NORTHERN RIVERS BRANCH

Lismore, Casino, Ballina, Byron Bay

BILL SLADE

0466 57 7524

ORANGE BRANCH

Orange

LEONIE WOOD

0438 54 8041

PORT MACQUARIE MID NORTH
COAST BRANCH

Port Macquarie, Wachope?

MARGARET CRAIG

0429 20 0425

PORT STEPHENS BRANCH

Port Stephens

ANNE CROWLEY

0417 68 8569

SAPPHIRE COAST BRANCH

Eden, Merimbula, Bega Area

BRUCE BEARMAN

0417 45 6756

SNOWY MOUNTAINS BRANCH

Cooma

ROWAN BOUCHER

0404 97 6021

SOUTH COAST BRANCH

Nowra

MIKE LEONARD

0421 04 4134

ST. GEORGE SUTHERLAND
BRANCH

St George - Sutherland Sydney
Southern suburbs

KEITH MOYLE

0402 81 0875

SYDNEY BRANCH

Sydney

DIANNE MCCALLUM

0417 27 9482

TAMWORTH & DISTRICTS
BRANCH

Tamworth

RICHARD PROCTER

0429 60 3542

TWEED BORDER BRANCH

Tweed Heads

LINDA NICASTRI

0417 25 9177

UPPER HUNTER BRANCH

Muswellbrook, Singleton

BILL TINDALE

0488 47 1978

WAGGA WAGGA BRANCH

Wagga Wagga

PAT COMBS

0408 42 0766

WOLLONDILLY WANDERERS
BRANCH

Menangle , Mittagong, Bowral

KEN ROOKE

0418 45 5815

WOY WOY PENINSULA BRANCH

Woy Woy - Southern Central Coast

GARRY FUCHS

0439 02 7566

CENTRAL DESERTS BRANCH

Alice Springs

JEFF COLE

0438 51 4397

TOP END BRANCH

Darwin

JOHN ALLWOOD

0410 02 5032

Beenleigh

NOEL CARNEY

0412 35 6229

NORTHERN TERRITORY
BRANCHES

QUEENSLAND BRANCHES
ALBERT VALLEY BRANCH
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BLACKALL RANGE
NAMBOUR BRANCH

Nambour

ROD CLIFFORD

0419 76 0089

BOWEN BRANCH

Bowen

NOEL SLEEMAN

0400 79 1009

BRISBANE BRANCH

Brisbane

SUSANNE
KENYON-WESTON

0438 18 1054

BUNDABERG BRANCH

Bundaberg

NEIL COOK

0409 60 7511

BURDEKIN BRANCH

Ayr - Home Hill

ANN COFFISON

0428 18 0611

BURNETT BRANCH

Kingaroy, Nanango

COLIN PARKER

0418 71 7626

CAIRNS BRANCH

Cairns

MALCOLM MCKASKILL 0438 78 5276

CAPRICORNIA BRANCH

Rockhampton

STEPHEN SAGNOL

0458 78 6757

DARLING DOWNS BRANCH

Toowoomba

NEIL NEEDHAM

0413 70 0437

FRASER COAST BRANCH

Hervey Bay, Maryborough

WENDY ANDREW

0421 83 1934

GATTON BRANCH

Gatton

RON ANDERSON

0439 66 5391

GLADSTONE BRANCH

Gladstone, Biloela

ANDREA SHANKS

0400 60 4026

GLASSHOUSE MOUNTAINS
BRANCH

Caboolture

PAM TOPP

0405 24 5741

GOLD COAST BRANCH

Gold Coast

DAVID HICKS

0428 60 8495

GYMPIE BRANCH

Gympie

PETER PALIS

0435 25 5472

IPSWICH BRANCH

Ipswich

AMANDA PAMENTER

0413 42 0970

LOCKYER BRANCH

Ipswich, Lockyer Valley

IAN WINTER

0409 27 7087

LOGAN CITY BRANCH

Logan

IAN KIRKWOOD

0400 14 3063

MACKAY BRANCH

Mackay

GREG POWER

0437 11 6439

MOUNT ISA BRANCH

Mt Isa

DAVID BOLAND

0401 88 8889

MOUNT LINDESAY BRANCH

Mount Lindesay

DONNA KENT

0414 96 3744

NORTHERN GATEWAY BRANCH

Brisbane Northern Suburbs

LYNN GRAYDEN

0412 76 2002

REDCLIFFE BRANCH

Redcliffe - Brisbane Northern suburbs

KEREN WHEELER

0408 29 2135

REDLANDS BRANCH

Brisbane South East suburbs

HELEN LARTER

0418 75 6219

SOMERSET REGION BRANCH

Kilcoy, Esk

KATHY ELLEM

0428 65 5554

STANTHORPE BRANCH

Stanthorpe

TBA

SUNSHINE COAST BRANCH

Maroochydore, Caloundra, Noosa

MARK JONES

0413 20 5490

TOWNSVILLE BRANCH

Townsville

FRANK MCGUIRK

0409 49 8177

TROPIC COAST TOURERS
BRANCH

Innisfail

DON FULLER

0428 88 1571

WARWICK & DISTRICT BRANCH

Warwick

ELAINE WENHAM

0407 93 7199

ADELAIDE BRANCH

Adelaide - North East

KEN WAGNITZ

0417 35 3389

EYRE PENINSULA BRANCH

Port Lincoln

LLOYD PARKER

0428 83 1184

FLEURIEU BRANCH

Fleurieu Peninsula

SUZY TERRY

0457 64 1507

LIMESTONE COAST BRANCH

Mt Gambier

GERARD KROON

0428 35 2838

LOWER MURRAY BRANCH

Murray Bridge

KYM FELS

0417 80 1351

MALLEE BRANCH

Berri, Renmark (Riverland)

SCOTT CROCKETT

0402 50 0037

TORRENS VALLEY BRANCH

Adelaide - North East Suburbs

JOHN HANLAN

0403 31 9008

PERRY ZIMMERMAN

0419 13 4511

SOUTH AUSTRALIA BRANCHES

WHYALLA & DISTRICTS BRANCH Whyalla
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TASMANIA BRANCHES
EAST COAST THYLACINES
BRANCH

Bicheno, St Helens, St Marys

BARRY NELSON

0439 72 2515

HOBART BRANCH

Hobart

BETTY PARSSEY

0407 50 1620

NORTH WEST COAST BRANCH

Smithton, Ulverstone, Devenport

ROBIN SMITH

0419 14 3688

TAMAR TOURERS BRANCH

Launceston

FIEONA PETROHILOS

0407 97 9289

ALBURY - WODONGA BRANCH

Albury-Wodonga

BILL ALLOTT

0417 65 2974

ALPINE RIDERS BRANCH

Bright, Harrietville - North East Victoria LEANNE EGAN

0427 50 1033

BAIRNSDALE DISTRICTS
BRANCH

Bairnsdale

STEPHEN BRAFIELD

0427 79 7888

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS BRANCH

Ballarat

SHARRYN NANKERVIS

0417 35 5326

CENTRAL MURRAY-SWAN HILL
BRANCH

Swan Hill

PETER HOLT

0428 54 9003

CENTRAL VICTORIA BRANCH

Bendigo

TONY ELLIOTT

0409 41 1557

ECHUCA BRANCH

Echuca

PAUL BUTLER

0438 55 1450

GEELONG BRANCH

Geelong

ROBERT HUNT

0400 86 7302

GIPPSLAND CENTRAL BRANCH

Traralgon

MARG VAN ROSSUM

0427 22 1973

GOULBURN VALLEY BRANCH

Shepparton

TREVOR FRANKLIN

0430 01 4400

GRAMPIANS BRANCH

Ararat, Horsham, Stawell

JOHN HARKIN

0416 21 4631

GREEN TRIANGLE BRANCH

Portland

LINTON CRAM

0429 93 9420

MACEDON RANGES BRANCH

Gisborne, Woodend

MARK FREESTONE

0437 67 4642

MELBOURNE BRANCH

Melbourne

GREG REES

0416 10 9933

MILDURA BRANCH

Mildura

ROBERT MUNRO

0401 40 9837

MORNINGTON WANDERERS
BRANCH

Mornington, Somerville

PHIL MATTHEWS

0412 53 2227

OTWAY RANGERS BRANCH

Colac, Otway

BRIAN RATCLIFFE

0419 57 2432

SALE & DISTRICT BRANCH

Sale

STEPHEN WALSH

0467 84 7060

SHEARWATERS BRANCH

Cranbourne

JOHN DOBSON

0417 10 2592

SHIPWRECK COAST BRANCH

Warrnambool

BRUCE MORTON

0409 93 3573

SOUTH GIPPSLAND BRANCH

Leongatha, Korumburra

NAOMI GRIMES

TWO BAYS BRANCH

Rosebud, Mornington Peninsula

KEVIN COOPER

0428 53 4346

WESTGATE WANDERERS
BRANCH

Melbourne - Western Suburbs

DEBORAH BOEHM

0418 13 5834

WHITTLESEA BRANCH

Whittlesea

RON LAURENCE

0428 53 7500

YARRA RANGES BRANCH

Melbourne - Outer Eastern Suburbs

DENISE GREENHALGH 0414 69 6041

VICTORIA BRANCHES

WESTERN AUSTRALIA BRANCHES
ARMADALE HERITAGE BRANCH

Armadale

RAY SEDDON

0427 96 8994

BROOME WEST KIMBERLEY
BRANCH

Broome

JOHN KENNEDY

0412 46 0442

BUNBURY BRANCH

Bunbury

BRENDA INGRAM

0417 94 2363

ESPERANCE BRANCH

Esperance

STEVE SMITH

0457 08 4693

FREMANTLE BRANCH

Fremantle

EILEEN GARSIDE

0413 73 7544
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GERALDTON BRANCH

Geraldton

BRUCE RALPH

0427 64 2392

GREAT SOUTHERN BRANCH

Albany

KAREN JONES

0409 08 6762

JOONDALUP BRANCH

Perth - Northern Suburbs

KEN EATON

0418 92 5081

KALGOORLIE GOLDFIELDS
BRANCH

Kalgoorlie

MALCOLM PRATT

0468 92 7887

MANDURAH - MURRAY BRANCH Mandurah

SANDRA DIX

0413 51 3039

PERTH BRANCH

Perth - Northern Suburbs

JOHN GLIDDON

0417 94 5789

PILBARA BRANCH

Karratha

STEVE TREVURZA

0410 86 7102

DIANNA GLOVER

0419 91 9275

ULYSSES ADVENTURE RIDERS
(SIG)

GARY WICKHAM

0422 00 7979

ULYTTLIES (SIG)

LYN LESSLIE

0410 62 9164

WARNBRO SOUND WANDERERS Rockingham
BRANCH
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

INTERNATIONAL CLUBS

CONTACT PHONE / EMAIL

ULYSSES CLUB BOTSWANA

BENNIE PIETERSE

bennie@rhino.co.bw

ULYSSES CLUB CAMBODIA

BOB WILTSHIRE

bobski2010@gmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB FRANCE

ENZO CHOUETTE

enzohome74@gmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB GERMANY

GERNOT MINIG

gminig@hotmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB GREAT BRITAIN

ANDY MORRISON

rabbit@morrison34.freeserve.co.uk

ULYSSES CLUB NAMIBIA

HARE KRUGER

harek@iway.na

ULYSSES CLUB NETHERLANDS

JEROEN SCHUITEN

j.schuiten@chello.nl

ULYSSES CLUB NEW ZEALAND

JIM GALT

vice.p@ulysses.org.nz

ULYSSES CLUB NORWAY

KNUT SVEEN

47 9097 3060 knut_sveen@hotmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB SOUTH AFRICA

MAURITIUS MEIRING

0437 35 3556 ulyssessa@telkomsa.net

ULYSSES CLUB SWITZERLAND

SVEN SPIESS

sven.spiess@bluewin.ch

ULYSSES CLUB THAILAND

MICK DITCHBURN

micks_email@tpg.com.au

ULYSSES CLUB VIETNAM

KEVIN COLLINS

kevinbabyowl@gmail.com

ULYSSES CLUB ZIMBABWE

MARK SALTHOUSE

msalthouse@lzm.co.zw
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Kicking goals for our
customers every day
Call us for a quote
1800 24 34 64

Insurance is issued by QBE (Australia) Limited ABN 78 003 191 035. AFSL 239545. Normal acceptance criteria applies. To decide if a poIlicy
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is N
right
for you please carefully read the Product Disclosure Statement which is available at www.qbe.com.au or by phoning us on 1800 24 34 64.
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